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ABSTRACT 
 

Opening the Blackbox: How Does Labor Market Policy 
Affect the Job Seekers’ Behavior? A Field Experiment* 

 
Empirically, not much is known about the mechanisms how labor market programs like job 
search assistance and training operate to support finding a job. This paper provides novel 
evidence to open the “blackbox”: it causally links the program interventions to the dynamics 
of search behavior, beliefs and non-cognitive skills. The study is based on a unique 
combination of a randomized field experiment with detailed register data and a panel of 
repeated surveys. The tested coaching program, focused on older job seekers, turns out to 
increase the job finding of participants by 9 percentage points (72% vs. 63% in the control 
group). The treatment effect is driven by a reduction of reservation wages and an increase in 
search efficiency. Moreover, I find short-run effects on motivation, self-confidence and 
beliefs. The job seekers overestimate their chances slightly less with respect to job interviews 
and salaries. Overall, the focus on realistic expectations and on search strategy appears to 
be important for program success. The experiment shows that evaluation designs which 
directly assess behavior can provide a fruitful base for targeted policy design. 
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1 Introduction

Most OECD member states spend substantial amounts on active labor market policy (ALMP)

with the aim of supporting the unemployed in finding a job. Total spending on ALMP may go

beyond 1% of GDP in certain countries, reaching maximum burdens and political focus during

economic downswings, most recently during the Great Recession. Despite these costs, institutions

like OECD recommended to invest additional resources in supportive ALMP, notably in training

and job search assistance programs (OECD 2012 for the U.S.). These could be helpful in mit-

igating the severe harm of long-term unemployment, especially with respect to human capital.

But how should these programs be designed to fulfill this condition given that many negative

evaluation results have been found in the past (Card et al. 2015, 2010)? Addressing this question

requires a new level of detailedness in policy evaluation: more knowledge needs to be generated

on how individuals react to supportive interventions. Using a novel combination of data, this

study provides the first contribution to open this ”blackbox”.

Going more detailed into policy assessment means essentially extending the classical policy

evaluation setups towards the analysis of behavioral mechanisms behind policy incentives. This

requires, however, an additional type of data, which is usually not collected within register data

sources. The latter can generate some indirect evidence on threat and dislike effects of ALMP

programs1, but they are unable to directly address the question on how such programs affect

the job seeker’s behavior. Particularly in the case of supportive ALMPs –which are supposed to

operate via transmitting content and not via ex-ante deterrence– knowing how job seekers react

to the program is key.

In this study I am able to directly observe a variety of behavioral variables, on top of the

unemployment insurance register data. Specifically, I consider three types of behavioral channels:

first, measures on search behavior –search effort, channels and strategy on the one hand, with

reservation wages on the other. Second, measures that track individual beliefs (and their bias) –on

job chances and on expected wages– are also included. Third are aspects of non-cognitive skills

–performance-motivation, self-confidence and a component of self-control (reliability). These

measures allow assessing how supportive ALMP affects different behaviors in a causal setup.

The study’s main contribution is a novel combination of data and design: On the one hand,

the design is based on a randomized controlled trial (RCT). The job seekers in the experiment are

randomly assigned to an intense coaching treatment. Crucially, the RCT features a rigorous ex-

ante setting of the timing of different treatment periods in order to identify their specific impact on

outcomes. On the other hand, extensive register data are combined with a panel of surveys which

were repeated over the unemployment spell. This combination allows tracking the dynamics of

behavior and analyzing it in parallel with the labor market outcomes.

This setup provides the base for a detailed framework of analysis. The paper studies an RCT

intervention featuring intense coaching and counseling of unemployed older workers in North-

ern Switzerland in 2008-2010. The predetermined timing of the treatment stages delivers an

exogenous setting of time periods, which is key for the identification of dynamic treatment ef-

fects. We can distinguish treatment effects for four periods during unemployment and for the

1For example Black et al. (2003), Rosholm and Svarer (2008), Van den Berg et al. (2009) and Graversen/van

Ours (2011) report threat and dislike effects of active labor market policy programs.
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time thereafter. In particular, we can separately evaluate the effects in the anticipation period,

during coaching and in two stages afterwards; moreover, the individual’s employment outcome is

observed up to 1.5 years after unemployment exit. Proceeding in multiple steps, I assess not only

the effectiveness of the program in terms of job placements using a non-parametric technique, but

also the behavioral responses and mechanisms driving how participants respond to the program

by employing suitable dynamic analyses. Checks for (unobserved) selectivity and robustness are

conducted as well.

As a key result with respect to labor market outcomes, the non-parametric analysis shows

that the supportive ALMP intervention resulted in a 9 percentage points higher proportion of job

finders among the treated. Over the unemployment spell, it takes a while before the positive job

finding effect starts dominating: before coaching, I find a significant ”attraction” or ”waiting”

effect, while during the program the common lock-in effect is visible (albeit relatively weak). Then,

the positive effect on job finding gradually appears in the post-coaching period. Unemployment

durations are not significantly different between treated and controls. In the 1.5 years after

unemployment, the positive coaching and counseling effect further materializes, with significantly

higher employment stability.

These results raise the question about which reactions in search behavior have been driving

the positive effect of the supporting measures. The field experiment provides several core insights

in this respect: First, the job seekers did not search more, but more effectively, due to the

support from coaching. The number of applications sent out remained constant or even decreased,

but the job finding rate increased after coaching compared to the control group. This implies

an improvement in search efficiency, which is supported by further observations: the treated

individuals adapted their search strategy (extension of the scope of search). Moreover, they

focused the use of search channels by decreasing channel variety and frequency of use and by

putting some more weight on informal channels. Second, the treated job seekers gradually reduced

their reservation wages, whereas the control group members kept their reservation salary about

at the level of their pre-unemployment earnings. This is consistent with a model like Burdett

et al. (1988), which suggests that job seekers learn over time to correct their idea of the wage

and job offer distribution relevant (achievable) for them. Coaching arguably has supported this

learning process about ”realistic” wage offers.

Interestingly, the analysis reveals that behavioral channels beyond classical search behavior

variables generate significant treatment effects as well. The findings with respect to beliefs about

job chances and non-cognitive skills like motivation, self-confidence and reliability suggest that

the supportive intervention had a positive short-run impact on these factors. Moreover, the data

document substantial ex-ante upward-bias in beliefs on job chances, supporting the scarce existing

evidence (Spinnewijn 2015). The experiment demonstrates that targeted supportive ALMP is able

to affect the bias in the beliefs of job seekers about their chances of success, although in a moderate

and non-permanent extent. The same conclusion applies to the analyzed variable components of

non-cognitive skills. Further analyses show that the reactions via these non-standard behavioral

channels are not just a correlate of search behavior but explain additional variation.

This study demonstrates the potential of combining empirical analysis of behavior and dy-

namic program evaluation to provide specific evidence on success factors of ALMP. Evidence

based on survey data tracking behavior allows the analyst to assess which components of a pro-
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gram work. It also delivers the empirical knowledge to understand how the job seekers react to

the incentives implied by the program, i.e. which behavioral mechanisms are at play to make the

program work. These insights provide the base for the design of specifically targeted policies and

programs. Moreover, the tracking of the job seeker’s beliefs could also serve as an early indicator

for upcoming improvements (or decreases) in job search success. Finally, the behavioral data

reveal that ALMP not only operates via impacts predicted by standard search theory but also

via behavioral channels which are usually ignored in these models.

This paper contributes to the still small part of the UI and job search literature which is based

on randomized treatments in the field. Whereas in the case of the U.S. most of the published

studies date back to the early nineties (e.g., Ashenfelter et al. 2005, Meyer 1995)2, the European

literature is more recent but features so far only a small number of published experiments. There

is, in particular, some evidence based on RCT studies in Denmark (starting with Graversen et al.

2008) and the Netherlands (starting with Van den Berg et al. 2006), which document positive

effects of monitoring and job search assistance interventions. A large field experiment in France

on job placement assistance for young job seekers resulted in positive short-run effects for the

treated but only small net benefits for the total eligible population, due to displacement effects

(Crépon et al. 2013)3. For the case of Switzerland, this study is the first that applies an RCT

design for the systematic evaluation of UI treatments.

As a further contribution, the paper provides new evidence on the effects of labor market

policy programs which are specifically targeted on older job seekers. Interestingly, the empirical

literature on this issue is very scarce so far. There is some evidence on age heterogeneity in

treatment effects of general types of ALMP programs (Card et al. 2015), but studies assessing

how programs work which were explicitly designed for the needs of job seekers beyond age 45 are

broadly missing in the published literature.

Furthermore, the paper is related to the recently growing literature on behavioral labor eco-

nomics (e.g., DellaVigna et al. 2015 on UI). The empirical evidence on several behavioral channels

allows assessing whether the job seeker’s reaction to supportive ALMP can be fully explained by

reasonings of classical job search theory or whether some behavioral reactions go beyond this

framework. It turns out that the second is the case; but, nevertheless, many of the identified

effects can be best explained without departing from standard rational theory.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the field experiment

and the treatment; then, it discusses the considered outcomes and behavioral channels in the

context of existing literature and theory. Section 3 presents the data and descriptive evidence,

while Section 4 reports the results of the non-parametric analysis of the RCT. Section 5 introduces

the estimation frameworks for the dynamic analyzes. Section 6 discusses the results by treatment

period and the employment quality outcomes, while Section 7 assesses cost-benefit and discusses

the findings on behavioral channels in a conceptual context. Section 8 concludes.

2We abstract here from the literature strand based on randomized correspondence studies (e.g. Kroft et al.

2013). These field experiments address other research questions like employer behavior and discrimination.
3Note that this discussion focuses on a series of directly related key examples and doesn’t claim comprehen-

siveness. More RCTs in UI have recently been conducted – for an overview see Card et al. (2015) – but most of

them are not yet published, and often they do not focus on randomizing directly an ALMP program but rather on

information treatments or randomized assignments to different operators, contract types etc.
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2 The Experiment

This section presents the new field experiment, describes the treatment and provides information

about implementation and institutional background of the randomized trial. In the second part,

we outline all the considered outcomes and behavioral channels and briefly discuss the related

concepts and hypotheses. This allows to systematically think about expected results.

2.1 Setup

2.1.1 Treatment Plan

The treatment plan consists of two combined measures and a specific timing of the interven-

tions. The two measures are high-frequency counseling by the caseworker at the PES and – most

importantly – an intense external coaching program performed in small groups.

Timing The timing of the interventions is highly relevant. From a policy point of view, early

intervention is crucial in order to fight long-term unemployment. If the interventions start too

late, the risk is high that the worker is already on a vicious circle of being disconnected from the

labor market too long and therefore facing a decrease in employability – especially in the case of

older job seekers who are often confronted with decreasing labor market attractiveness anyway.

Beyond this, it is key that the experiment imposes a strictly structured treatment order for which

the timing is fixed ex-ante. The fact that order and timing of the treatments are known from start

is crucial for the identification of dynamic treatment effects – it makes this part of the treatment

plan exogenous. This feature will be further discussed in section ?? on econometric modeling and

identification. The timing of the treatment plan can be visualized in the following way:

Figure 1: The timing of the treatment plan

Treatment High-frequency counseling starts right from the beginning of the unemployment

insurance spell, from the first meeting onwards. Job seekers meet with their caseworkers every

second week – thus in a double frequency compared to the normal monthly rhythm of meet-

ings. High-frequency counseling is applied to the treated during the first four months of the

unemployment spell. Then, the frequency goes back to normal (monthly rhythm).

The basic idea behind increasing counseling frequency is that the caseworkers have more time

available for the respective job seeker4. They can spend this additional time on providing more job

4It is important to note that the higher counseling frequency for the treated did not result in lower frequency

for the controls: The caseworkers in the participating PES agencies got a workload relief of about 20%. The fact

that there was no visible ”under-treatment” of the control group is confirmed by a comparison to a second external
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search assistance to the worker: thus, they can use it to coach the job seeker in job search strategies

and to further target their counseling effort. Note that the administrative and monitoring tasks

remain the same as for the control group. Therefore the additional time goes predominantly into

support; however, this intensified support could imply as well a certain tightening of monitoring

(more implicit control).

The coaching program – the core treatment measure – starts in median after 50 days (48.5

days for those who really participate, 52 days until potential coaching entry for the others5)

Thus, the principle of early intervention is taken literally. The coaching was performed in small

groups of 10-15 persons. An external, private-sector coaching firm was mandated to perform the

coaching program. One coach ran all the coaching programs which took place during the year of

sample inflow (December 2007 to December 2008; last program started in January 2009). The

coaching program spanned 54 calendar days (in one exception 70 days, due to Christmas/New

Year break). Job seekers spent about 3 full days per week in the program; this results in a net

participation duration of 20 working days. In addition, homework had to be done. Thus, the

coaching program is of high intensity and features a big work load.

The content of the coaching is crucial for understanding the treatment effects of this type of

supportive labor market policy. It features a combination of intense job search assistance plus

elements of human capital development (in terms of core competencies and employability). To

achieve the intended skills update, the coaching program addressed five core tasks6:

1. Self-profiling and its consequence for optimizing search strategy: Detailed collection and

analysis of personal strengths and weaknesses; how to communicate them positively; putting

the right ones on the CV. Based on the clarified profile, work on optimizing search strategy,

i.e. learning where to search; with particular focus on assessing the potential of reorienta-

tions (opening scope of search towards other industries, regions, different types of contracts,

working times, etc.)

2. Realistic self-assessment: Contrast of self-perception and external perception; what is real-

istic to require and expect from potential jobs; realistic wage demands (at age 45+); what is

still feasible in terms of educational updating; risk of long-term unemployment and benefit

exhaustion.

3. Improvement of job application skills: Interview training and feedback; role plays; use of

electronic applications, spontaneous applications by telephone (incl. practical training).

4. Job search efficiency: Directed search; hints and lists where to search (focus on internet);

use of alternative search channels like spontaneous applications; general search coaching.

control group, see section 7. The controls do not perform worse in job finding than the external controls.
5Due to the fact that the timing of the measures was fixed ex-ante, the potential coaching entry date can be

identified for every person in the study, notably as well for coaching non-participants and the control group. The

dates for coaching program starts were fixed with the program provider before project start. Approximatively

every 1.5th month a new coaching program started; there were 9 in total over the year of inflow. The algorithm

for identifying the potential coaching entry date is: (i) take next program start date; (ii) it must be at least 5 days

beyond the availability date (by which the individual is available to take up a new job or to join ALMP programs;

mostly equal to unemployment registration date), otherwise take the next program start.
6This description of the core content is based on an interview with the coach plus written curricula of the

coaching program (which were available on the internet during the time of the treatment).
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5. Self-marketing: Learn how to sell oneself (incl. practical training); motivation to do more

self-marketing.

The control group followed the ’status quo’, i.e. the normal procedures and standard programs.

This means in particular that the control individuals met up with the caseworkers only monthly.

They took up ALMP programs substantially later since the status quo does not feature an early

intervention strategy. A typical ALMP trajectory in the control group starts with participating

in a short job search assistance sequence of 3 to 7 working days, roughly after 3 to 4 months

of unemployment. Thus, this short program is normally the only ALMP activity in the control

group that takes place during the period of intense intervention in the treatment group (first 4

months). After the four months (end of treatment) both groups follow status quo procedures

(monthly meetings and further ALMPs, dependent on individual needs). It is important to note

that the individuals of the control group had no possibility to enter the coaching program. This

newly designed program was exclusively assigned to the treatment group.

2.1.2 Implementation & Background

This field experiment was performed in two PES agencies in north-western Switzerland. The

sample population of the experiment consists of job seekers aged 45 to 61.57. The participants

entered registered unemployment in the two PES between December 2007 and December 2008

and met the necessary eligibility conditions.

Random assignment The participants were randomly assigned to treatment and control group

at time t0, i.e. at registration before the first meeting with the caseworker. The assignment

procedure, run separately for each of the two PES, consisted in three steps: First, the complete

inflow of the respective PES was filtered with respect to the eligibility conditions: Age 45+,

employability level medium or low, either full-time or part-time unemployed above 50%, enough

language skills to follow the coaching, no top management and no job seekers who have found

a longer-term temporary subsidized job (longer than a couple of days). Second, the eligible

individuals were randomly assigned to the treatment group (60%) and the control group (40%)8,

by means of a randomized list (by PES)9. As a third step, the remaining individuals were assigned

to the caseworker pool. 16 caseworkers were involved in the project, whereby 10 bore the main

load of cases. The assignment mechanism follows a fixed rule: assignment by occupation. It

is therefore exogenous to the treatment. It is important to mention that, due this mechanism,

caseworkers were automatically assigned cases in the treatment and the control group. Thus,

randomization holds also within caseworker cells. Note, moreover, that caseworker fixed effects

will be taken into account in the estimations.

7The upper age limit was chosen at age 61.5 in order to avoid the special case of direct passage into statutory

retirement: individuals above this age have the right to collect 640 benefit days which corresponds to a calendar

duration of about 2.5 years; this is enough to switch over to the pension system at (early) retirement age 64.
8In the first quarter of 2007, the random assignment ratio was 50%–50%. As a consequence of good economic

conditions, inflow was lower than expected. We therefore decided to switch to a 60%–40% assignment rule. This

explains why the treatment-control ratio reported in the descriptive analysis in section 3.3 is in-between the two

rules. Note that this switch has no impact on the quality of randomization.
9The list, generated by the researcher, consists of a simple randomized sequence of ”treated” and ”control”

labels. The head of PES added the eligible individuals in order of inflow (registration date) to that list.
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Information It is important to know which information was available for the treatment and

control group at time t0. In their first meeting with the caseworker, the job seekers of both

groups were informed in written form that they participate in a project of ”quality control”

(of PES procedures and advisory). This was necessary since both groups had to fill in repeated

surveys over the duration of their unemployment spell (see section 3.1). However, the caseworkers

were not allowed to use the terms ’long-term unemployment (risk group)’ and ’randomization’.

The former was to avoid stigmatization biases, the latter to prevent discussions which could

potentially increase the risk of non-compliance.

Economic conditions The participating PES belong to a quite urbanized region in the ag-

glomeration of Zurich (about 45 minutes of commuting distance to the center of the city). Thus,

they are part of the biggest and economically most productive local labor market in Switzer-

land (population: 3.7 million). Therefore, given the relative size of the experiment compared

to the size of the labor market, general equilibrium effects of the experimental intervention can

be excluded. The unemployment rate in this area for the sample age group and inflow window

amounted to 2.2%.

Institutional background The Swiss UI system is a typical representative of an OECD unem-

ployment insurance system. Its structural features and labor market policy design are therefore

highly comparable to most other OECD systems (see, e.g., OECD Employment Outlooks). The

standard maximum duration of unemployment benefits in the Swiss UI system is 1.5 years (400

benefit days) for individuals who meet the eligibility requirements. It is increased by another half

a year (120 benefit days) at the age threshold of 55. The replacement ratio varies between 70

and 80%, depending on income.

It is important to note that all the assignments to ALMP programs and the meeting appoint-

ments are compulsory for job seekers10. Thus, participation in the treatments of the experiment

is compulsory as well. If job seekers do not comply to these rules, they risk to be sanctioned (as

well if they refuse suitable job offers or do not provide the amount of applications demanded by

the caseworker). Sanctioning is comparably frequent in Switzerland (about every sixth job seeker

is sanctioned) and implies benefit reductions of 100% during 1-60 days (mostly 5-10 days), for

details see Arni et al. (2013). This strict sanctioning regime results in high compliance with the

rules. This is the case for the experiment too, see section 3.3 for details. Still, non-compliance by

the treated job seeker in terms of intentionally avoiding the coaching program can not be fully ex-

cluded. However, as the non-compliance analysis in section 3.3 shows, intentional non-compliance

could only be observed in a negligibly small number of cases.

More details on institutional and economic conditions are provided in Appendix A.

2.2 Outcomes & Channels

This section provides an overview on the outcomes and behavioral channels that are observed by

the available data and puts them in a conceptual context. We take a basic standard job search

model (see, e.g., Mortensen 1986, Van den Berg 1990) as a starting point to consider hypotheses

of potential behavioral mechanisms of supportive labor market policy. To support the discussion,

10During ALMPs all the standard duties (job search effort, meetings at PES) and rights (benefits) remain.
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the core equation of (one version of) such a stylized model with endogenous search is reproduced

here. The value of staying unemployed, V u
t , is represented as follows:

V u
t = ρV u

t+1 = max
st

[

u(bt)− c(st) + λ(st)

∫ ∞

rt

(
w

ρ
− V u

t+1)dF (w)

]

where the reservation wage rt results from
∫∞
rt

w
ρ dF (w) = V u

t+1 in the optimum. The latter

represents the value of finding employment in t+1, bt the unemployment benefits, and λ(·) is the

job offer arrival rate as a function of search behavior.

In this experiment, we consider one set of labor market outcomes and three sets of behavioral

variables that will be used to measure the causal effects of coaching and counseling on outcomes

and channels. In the following, the variables are first defined, then put into the context of existing

literature and the framework above, and finally possible hypotheses are mentioned. Due to the

novelty of the presented behavioral data, the brief discussion has explorative character.

Outcomes The key outcome variable is the probability to find a job within two years. The

effects on unemployment duration (as a function of exits from UI in general) are considered as well.

Thirdly, the persistence of found employment over 1.5 years after UI exit is analyzed, by means

recurrence rates (probability to fall back into a UI spell). The considered coaching intervention

can be seen as an intense form of job search assistance (JSA), combined with training of labor

market skills (see last section). The comprehensive current meta-analysis of ALMP evaluations by

Card et al. (2015)11 documents ”relatively large” positive short term impacts of JSA, on average.

Training programs show smaller impacts in the short run but larger effects in the medium and

longer runs. Thus, this evidence suggests, as a hypothesis, that a successful coaching program

positively affects unemployment exit and job finding. However, the effect size could be small, if

the result by Card et al. (2015) that older workers tend to react less on ALMP applies here too.

When it comes to dynamics, we can distinguish anticipation and during-program effects, as

well as different stages post-program. In terms of anticipation, the (small) literature finds evidence

of threat effects of JSA with activation in some cases, the opposite has not been documented.

Next, one could expect to see a ”lock-in effect” (reduced UI exit rates) during the program – as

commonly found in the literature. In which direction expected effects post-program – in particular

on employment persistence after UI – may go is (theoretically) ambiguous: This depends on

whether the coaching effect predominantly results in an increase of job match quality, or whether

a possible reductive impact on reservation wage is more important.

In addition, we observe the individual job interview rate as a ”pre-outcome”. This is the

number of job interviews that have been obtained based on the applications of the last month,

divided by this number of applications. The job interview rate can be seen as an intermediary

outcome in the sense that it represents success in the first two steps of the job finding process:

arrival of a job offer plus passing the first stage of the matching procedure. There is, to my

knowledge, no empirical literature yet on this outcome, as it is not observed in usual datasets.

Search Behavior Search activity is measured in two dimensions: as quantitative search effort

and use of search channels. Search effort is measured as the number of applications that a

11The analysis considers 207 current studies from around the world, and thus extends the work of Card et al.

(2010). For earlier U.S. evidence see as well Meyer (1995).
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job seekers sent out in the last four weeks. For each search channel, job seekers report their

frequency of use within the same time span (see section 3.1 for details). To my knowledge, there

is no direct empirical evidence so far on how JSA or coaching causally affects search activity.

On one hand, coaching and counseling could motivate the individual to search more and to

reduce moral hazard12. On the other hand, this type of advisory could support directed search;

searching more specifically could reflect in lower quantitative effort13. By the same argument, the

coaching program effect could result in either higher or lower frequency of search channel use. To

accommodate several dimensions of search activity, the model above could be complemented by

replacing search effort st by a search function s(et, σ
1
t , σ

2
t , ...) which features quantitative effort

(et) as well as the frequencies of different channels (σt). Holzer (1988) presents such a model

and argues that channel choices should be related to their costs and expected productivities

(as well as to nonwage income and wage offer distribution). Applied to a coaching intervention

which is supposed to improve the effectiveness of search, this argument would suggest that one

could expected an optimized use of the search channel mix (i.e. stronger weighting of the more

productive and less costly ones) as a treatment effect.

Reservation wage is measured by the common survey question which asks for the minimum

amount of wage that the job seeker requires to accept a job offer. Coaching could affect the

reservation wage in at least three ways. First, it could be seen as an additional cost of unemploy-

ment which reduces V u
t+1 and therefore rt. Second, it could impact positively on the individual’s

human capital (by improving labor market skills) and thus increase reservation wage. A third

channel how coaching could affect reservation wage is via its potential correlation with the job

seeker’s wage expectation. In a recent study Krueger/Mueller (2014) find that reported reserva-

tions wages start out ”too high” as compared to a calibrated job search model; they presume this

to be related to a misjudge of wage prospects. Thus, if the coaching ”shock” affects wage beliefs,

this could translate in a change of rt. In total, no unambiguous hypothesis on the direction of

the reservation wage effect of the coaching treatment can be derived. We will be able, however,

to distinguish to some degree the arguments above by data and dynamic analysis.

Beliefs The available data allows for the distinction of two types of beliefs: expectations on job

chances and on wages (salaries). Beliefs on job chances are measured by asking the job seekers

to indicate how many job interviews they expect based on the applications they sent out in the

last month. To assess the bias of this belief, the expected interviews are compared to the realized

job interviews. Wage beliefs are captured by a simple scale question whether the expected wage

in the next job is higher, lower or similar. Some of the few existing contributions on beliefs on

job chances (Spinnewijn 2015, Falk et al. 2006) introduce the bias in beliefs by replacing the true

job finding probability by a perceived one.

Given the available data and the nature of the job search process, it is useful to decompose

the channels of beliefs: On one hand, job seekers may be biased in what they expect concerning

12Krueger, Mueller (2012) conjecture – based on their finding that the job seeker’s subjective well-being is lower

in times of job search – that ”job search assistance programs may be successful because they help people overcome

the inhibition to search for a new job associated with the unpleasantness of the endeavor.”
13Note that the assumption of a positive monotonic relation between search effort and job offer arrival, as common

in theory, is not systematically supported by the scarce evidence. Krueger/Mueller (2011) find that the amount of

search time does ”not bear a straightforward relationship with the likelihood of receiving a job offer (...)”.
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job offer arrival, i.e. act on λ̃(·) rather than λ(·). This bias could be proxied by our beliefs on

job chances measure. On the other hand, there may be missing information or misperception

on the wages offered to the job seeker, i.e. F (w) is replaced by F̃ (w) (following e.g. Burdett et

al. 1988). The relatively crude available measure of wage beliefs does not allow a quantitative

assessment of the potential bias in wage expectations. But it will be possible to estimate the

effect of the coaching treatment on the probability that individuals expect a wage increase and

to compare this with the pre-vs.-post-unemployment wage difference. Consistent with evidence

in Spinnewijn (2015), we find that job seekers are, on average, too optimistic when it comes to

beliefs on job chances, see section 3.2. Based on this observation, the key question of interest will

be whether coaching affects the over-estimation in beliefs. There is no causal evidence on this

question so far.

Non-Cognitive Skills A third group of variables which is usually ignored in the job search

literature are relevant aspects of personality14, often subsumed by the notion of non-cognitive

skills. In this experiment, three aspects of such personality factors are addressed: performance-

motivation, self-confidence and self-control (which is a facet of conscientiousness, see Almlund et

al. 2011). They are proxied by straightforward scale variables. First, self-declared performance-

motivation is measured by the question how motivated the job seeker is to search for jobs. Some

lab and survey evidence documents a positive relation between motivation and the performance in

cognitive tests (e.g. Borghans et al. 2008) or the later labor market outcomes (Duncan/Duniphon

1998). Second, the job seeker’s self-confidence is assessed by the case-worker. Different economic

models show that self-confidence can improve performance (Compte/Postlewaite 2004) and there-

fore strategies of self-esteem maintenance – i.e. maintaining high self-confidence by self-deception

or positive thinking – may be beneficial (Benabou/Tirole 2002). Third, the case-worker evaluates

as well the job-seeker’s reliability, an expression of self-control. In particular in education research

broad evidence confirms the positive relation between self-discipline and academic achievements

(e.g. Heckman/Rubinstein 2001, Duckworth et al., 2005).

Overall, it is thus plausible to hypothesize that the coaching intervention could yield positive

causal effects on the presented three aspects of non-cognitive skills. Through which mechanisms

could these operate? Whereas motivation (µt) probably acts via enhancing search productivity, it

is more plausible for the cases of self-confidence (γt) and reliability (φt) to think of them as direct

success factors in the acquisition of job offers and job interviews. This means that the former

would enter the framework by extending the search function, i.e. s(·, µt), whereas the latter two

would complement the specification of the job offer arrival rate, i.e. λ(·, γt, φt).

3 Data & Descriptive Evidence

In the following, we first present the data sources. The second part discusses descriptive evidence

on behavioral channels and outcomes. Finally, we assess whether random assignment worked.

14One of the few empirical exceptions is Caliendo et al. (2015) who analyze the relation between locus of control

and search behavior. Their main finding is that individuals with an internal locus of control search more. The

paper is silent, however, on how this translates into job finding.
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3.1 Data Sources

The analysis of this field experiment is based on a unique combination of detailed administrative

records of the unemployment insurance (UI) and a series of repeated surveys which cover the

behavioral dynamics unobserved by common UI registers.

Register Data Detailed data from the Swiss UI records provide information on the timing

of relevant events within the individual unemployment spell in daily precision: dates of entry,

exit, participation in labor market programs etc. The register data include a rich set of ob-

servable characteristics like usual socio-demographics, education and occupation as well as past

unemployment histories up to three years before UI entry. The tables on covariate balancing

in section 4 (Table 1) and on the aggregate effect on unemployment duration (Table 11) in the

Appendix document the collection of used observables. The same register data source allows also

the observation of potential unemployment recurrence up to 1.5 years after unemployment exit.

Survey Data Linked to the register information, repeated survey data have been collected for

this field experiment – the LZAR data base (see Arni 2011 for details). After the counseling

meetings, the caseworkers had to fill in an online tool which complemented the information of

the register data base. Before the meetings, job seekers filled in repeated (paper) surveys as well.

The surveys were explicitly designed to track neatly the behavioral reactions of the job seekers

in different periods of the treatment.15

The timing of the repeated surveys is dynamically adapted to the treatment plan. Thus, sur-

veying is more frequent in the period of intense treatment, i.e. the first four months. Specifically,

the surveying rhythm is designed as follows: It starts with an entry survey at t0 before the first

meeting with the caseworker, then subsequent surveys for job seekers and caseworkers follow after

approximatively 1/2/3/4/9/12 months of unemployment and at exit. The job seeker exit survey

is administered about three months after unemployment exit and includes as well questions on the

salary and hours in the new job. The repeated surveys have been assigned to a timing structure

relative to the treatment plan, using the exact date of each survey response. Following Figure 1,

we distinguish five (potential16) treatment periods (plus exit information) to which the surveys

are assigned: (i) The start survey contains the t0 information, collected before the first caseworker

meeting; it is thus unaffected by treatment or dynamics. (ii) In the anticipation period, t0 to t1,

the survey closest to coaching entry (t1) is used. (iii) In the during coaching period, t1 to t2, the

survey closest to coaching end (t2) is used. (iv) In the early post-coaching period, i.e. the 90 days

after coaching end (t2 to t3), the survey closest to the middle of the period (coaching end +45

days) is used. Finally, (v) in the later post-coaching period, i.e. beyond 90 days after coaching

end (after t3), the survey closest to 100 days after t3 is chosen.17

15Beyond the measures that we will explore in the following, the surveys covered as well items like health

state, appearance, quality of applications, language skills, willingness to mobility (assessed by the caseworker), life

satisfaction and evaluation of the PES service (job seekers).
16For the control group, the same timing structure analog to treatment periods is constructed, see footnote 5.
17Empirically, the timing of the assigned surveys by treatment periods turns out to be as follows (median

reported): (ii) anticipation period: 14 days before start of (potential) coaching; (iii) during coaching: 23 days

before end of coaching; (iv) early post-coaching (1 to 90 days): 7 days before middle of period; (v) later post-

coaching (after 90 days): 5 days beyond the targeted 100 days after t3.
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The dynamic analyses by treatment period will always follow this schedule. The observed

sample in the later treatment periods is naturally subject to dynamic selection – individuals

gradually leave unemployment for a job (or non-employment). The issue of the balancing between

treatment and control groups in later survey periods will be discussed in the context of the

dynamic analysis in section 5.3.

3.2 Descriptive Evidence on Behavior & Outcomes

3.2.1 Outcomes: Unemployment Duration, Recurrence, Job Interview Rate

The sample of the experiment consists of 327 job seekers, 186 in the treatment group, 141 in

the control group (sampling see section 2.1.2). The typical unemployment exit rate path of this

population shows a similar shape as in most European countries. In an early stage, up to 4 or

5 months, the (monthly) exit rate rises quite sharply; here, it tops at 18%, see Figure 2, left

panel A. Thus, a relevant subgroup of the population finds a new job quite quickly, within a few

months. Thereafter, the exit hazard goes down remarkably and remains on a level of 6 to 12%.

In the last months before benefit exhaustion (usually after about 18 months, beyond the x-scale

of Figure 2) it typically rises again to levels comparable to the first peak. The median duration

in the sample is 140 days, the mean duration 250 days.

[Figures 2 about here]

The unemployment recurrence or employment exit hazard is plotted in panel B of Figure 2.

Post-unemployment durations for individuals who found employment are observed until the end

of March 2010 (exogenous censoring date). Thus, the sample which is at risk of recurrence (234

individuals) is observed through 490 days in median; 84% are observed for at least one year, 42%

for the full 1.5 years (540 days)18. The unemployment recurrence rate ranges between 5 and 6

percent within the first eight months of post-unemployment. Then, it tapers off and reaches less

than 2 percent after 1.5 years.

Finally, we consider the job interview rate as an early outcome indicator. It is defined as

the number of realized job interviews per sent application (within the past month; based on

the survey data, see section 3.1). At time t0, the first meeting with the caseworker, we observe

an average job interview rate of 11%. In the subsequent periods, the rate in the control group

decreases to 8.5 to 10% with a standard deviation of 11 to 15 percentage points.

3.2.2 Behavioral Channels

We now turn to discussing descriptive evidence on the measures for the behavioral channels

that have been conceptually introduced in section 2.2. Step by step, we discuss now the survey

measures on search behavior, beliefs and aspects of non-cognitive skills.

18Note that the sample which is at risk of recurrence is defined as all individuals for whom at least 20 days of

post-unemployment duration is observed and who took up employment after unemployment. These are, according

to the UI register, all the direct job finders plus 6.4% of individuals who leave UI voluntarily with undeclared exit

destination. Past analyses of the latter by means of social security data have shown that this small group usually

takes up employment within a few months. Therefore it is sensible to include them into the at-risk population. To

avoid the overweight of some long durations, the post-unemployment durations are (exogenously) censored at 540

days (1.5 years).
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Search Behavior A first core indicator of search behavior is job search effort. The repeated

caseworker surveys ask for the number of applications the job seeker has sent out in the last four

weeks. Note that the job seekers are required by law to report their application activity to the

caseworker. Therefore, this information which is routinely protocolled by the caseworker should

be of high reliability. On average over all treatment periods, job seekers in the control group send

out 6.9 applications. Figure 3 shows the dynamics (and standard deviations) of the quantitative

search behavior: after a lower start, the mean number of sent applications per month stabilizes

around 8.519. The standard deviation amounts to about 5.7.

The second dimension of search is the search channel variety. The job seekers were asked in

every survey which specific job search channel they used and how often. The following 11 channels

were proposed: newspapers; internet; private recruiters; PES-operated job offer database; job

postings found in public spaces; network: strong ties (family, good friends); network: weak ties

(colleagues at work, in sports and other associations, from hobbies, neighbors etc.); network:

former colleagues from school and other education programs; spontaneous applications by mail;

spontaneous applications by telephone; other. To create the measure of channel variety, all

channels of the mentioned list which have been used at least ”monthly or less often” were counted.

On average over all treatment periods, 6.8 channels have been used by the control group. Figure

3 documents that channel variety increases over the unemployment spell.

[Figures 3 about here]

A third considered element of search behavior is search channel choice. Based on the same

block of items as above20, I analyze for each of the channels its frequency of use. The frequency

is measured on a 6-point-scale: 3 = ”daily”, 2.5 = ”several times per week”, 2 = ”weekly”, 1.5 =

”several times per month”, 1 = ”monthly or less often”, 0 = ”never”. The third panel of Figure 3

shows that the two formal channels (blue) newspapers and internet are clearly used most often –

on average several times per week. Whereas newspaper use is flat over the spell, we observe some

increase in the use of the internet. Among the informal channels (green), personal networks are

used several times per month on average, with a decreasing tendency. The use of spontaneous

applications, written and by telephone, is comparably volatile over the spell – this may indicate

a ”trail-and-error” strategy.

The fourth aspect of search behavior we observe is search strategy changes. The caseworker

and the coach have been asked whether they agreed with the job seeker on changes in the scope of

search21. Detailed analysis revealed that the vast majority, more than 80%, of these changes were

extensions of the search scope, i.e. the new scope was used supplementary to the existing. On

average, the probability of extending the scope of search amounts to 0.18 per period (no graph).

The second fundamental dimension of search behavior is reservation wages. They are surveyed

by the classical question about the minimum (monthly gross) salary the job seekers still would

19Note that the Swiss UI features a strict system of monitoring (and sanctions) which includes individual job

search requirements that ask for a minimum number of applications per month (usually 6 to 10).
20In the frequency of use analysis, the channels ’PES-operated job offer database’, ’job postings found in public

spaces’ and ’other’ are omitted, due to low occurrence and few variations. Descriptives are available on request.

Moreover, the three network options are merged into one channel.
21Specifically, they could indicate whether there was a change in: industry; occupation; place of work; kind of

employer searched for; workload per week; permanent vs temporary jobs; working hours & shifts. For each of the

changes, they declared whether it was an extension or change or reduction of the scope of search.
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accept. The caseworker asked the job seeker this reservation wage question and reported his/her

answer22. We build two measures which are documented in Figure 3. First, the ratio of the

reservation salary to the previous salary before unemployment. On average, this ratio amounts

to 0.99 for the control group and is remarkably stable over the spell. The increasing standard

deviation of about 0.3 is quite substantial. Note that a ratio above one is not forcefully irrational,

it can be observed for a series of rational reasons: individuals are willing to work more hours to

avoid salary loss; they expect salary growth compared to pre-unemployment; they declare to be

indeed unwilling to work for less than their last salary; poor information about salary prospects

on the market; or measurement error. The second measure which is analyzed is the level of the

reservation salary. To give less weight to outliers, we consider the median level. It turns out to

be 5500 CHF (p25: 4215, p75: 6900) and as well quite stable over the spell23.

Beliefs The repeated surveys allow to construct two measures of beliefs related to labor market

chances. On the one hand, we consider the beliefs about the chances to get job interviews, which

are measured as follows: the difference between the interviews expected and the interviews real-

ized, each based on the applications of the last month (and standardized by the number of sent

applications). Thus, this yields the overestimation bias in expected interviews per application.

Figure 3 declares that the control group individuals expect on average 0.23 job interviews more

than they realize per application. Overestimation first increases and then decreases again over

the spell. The second type of beliefs that is tracked by the surveys is wage expectations. The

specific survey question asks about the expectation to earn more, the same or less (5-point-scale)

than before unemployment. For a longer period over the unemployment spell, the job seekers

expect to find a job that pays equally well (average scale value 2.9) than the last job. Beliefs turn

out only to be remarkably lower in the last considered period. Overall, the descriptive analysis

of these measures of beliefs confirm findings of the scarce empirical literature (Spinnewijn 2015)

that, on average, individuals tend to be overconfident with respect to labor market prospects.

Non-cognitive Skills Three aspects related to personality are considered here: performance-

motivation, self-confidence and self-control. As a first measure, we can analyze the motivation

for job search which is surveyed on a 5-point-scale (very high/high/medium/low/very low), by a

direct question to the job seeker. Figure 3 shows that more than 40% of the job seekers are initially

”very highly” motivated. This proportion decreases substantially over the spell and reaches less

than 26% in the last period. The average scale level decreases from 4.3 to 3.9. To avoid the

assumption of a metric scale, we will use the first measure in the econometric analyses. The

other two aspects, self-confidence and reliability (as an expression of self-control), are assessed

by the caseworker, to avoid larger self-perception biases. Both are measured on a 4-point-scale

(high/rather high/rather low/low degree). According to Figure 3, the proportion of job seekers

with a high degree of observed self-confidence varies between 12 and 36%. The high volatility

of self-confidence over the spell could express the job seeker’s oscillation between positive and

22The intention behind this setup of reporting is to reduce the risk of unreliable answers. Given that the job

seekers must communicate their reservation wage to the caseworker they cannot report any unrealistic number as

the caseworker will question the plausibility and ask again.
23The corresponding figures for the last salary are: median 5500 CHF, p25: 4200, p75: 7500 CHF. 1 CHF =

1.007 USD = 0.93 EUR.
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negative signals from the labor market and the caseworker. The job seeker’s reliability, on the

other hand, shows upward tendency over the spell. The neat monitoring and monthly caseworker

meetings may have a positive impact on the job seeker’s self-discipline.

Note that the figures discussed here are descriptive, i.e. not conditioning on the fact that the

composition of the remaining job seekers changes over the spell. This will be taken into account

in the dynamic analysis later on. The descriptive analysis, however, reveals interesting insights

in the baseline behavior of job seekers. Moreover, it demonstrates that these new measures seem

to produce plausible empirical proxies for a uniquely broad collection of behavioral channels.

3.3 Observables: Did the Randomization Work?

In this section, I compare observable characteristics of the treatment and control groups in order

to assess if initial randomization worked and to characterize the experimental population. The

sub-samples of job finders and of those who reported salaries are discussed as well.

The comparison of observable characteristics between treatment and control group, see Table

1, shows that randomization worked well. No significant group differences can be detected for this

sample of 327 job seekers. The project eligibility criteria (see section 2.1.2) shape in particular

three characteristics of the sample. First, the minimum language and skill requirements for

coaching result in higher proportions of (semi-)skilled (95%24) and of Swiss job seekers (85%),

compared to a random draw of job seekers. Second, the field experiment is focussed on individuals

of middle (3) and low (4) employability, i.e. individuals categorized as relatively easy-to-place

were excluded ex-ante from the experiment. Third, the age of the eligible job seekers is restricted

to 45 to 62. The average age of the participants in the RCT is 52 years. 40% of the individuals

in the sample are of age 45-49, 27.5% of age 50-54, 21.7% of age 55-59 and 10.7% of age 60-6225.

[Table 1 about here]

The median duration of unemployment history in the past three years is zero for both groups.

27.5% of the participants have a positive duration (median 113 days). ’Duration to availability’

indicates the number of days until a job seekers becomes available for a new job or for ALMP.

Usually, individuals are immediately available, the core reason for a delay is that the respective

job seeker already registered at the UI during the cancelation period, a practice which is promoted

by the UI authorities. A majority of 57% is available within 20 days.

Finally, to which degree did the randomization carry over to the sub-sample of job finders?

The full sample of job finders (234, register data) will be used for the analysis of the treatment

effect on post-unemployment job stability (recurrence rate). Further, the analysis of effects on

salaries will be executed among those who responded to the exit survey (163 individuals). 69.7%

of the job finders responded to the salary questions in the exit survey. This response rate is highly

balanced between treatment and control group (70.0 vs. 69.1%). The two selective sub-samples

are also well balanced in their characteristics. No significant differences in observables between

treatment and control group are found, except from the proportion of married people in the salary

24Job seekers are categorized as semi-skilled or skilled as soon as they have any type of professional education.
25Note that none of the last group had the possibility to pass to retirement by means of UI, since their maximum

potential benefit duration was not sufficient to reach statutory retirement age.
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sample (more among the treated). In total, there is thus no observable indication of a significant

response bias. More robustness checks will be done at the end of the dynamic analysis.

4 Non-Parametric Results

What can be learned on the impacts of the field experiment without imposing any econometric

structure? Given the successful randomization at t0, causal statements on the net effect of the

treatment plan as a whole can be inferred in a non-parametric manner – by comparing means

and Kaplan-Meier survivors. Four main results arise from this analysis.

[Table 2 here]

The most important key finding is that the supportive ALMP treatment caused a significantly

higher proportion of individuals who found a job – an increase by 9 percentage points. Whereas

63% of the control group (CG) left unemployment to a job, the proportion of treatment group

(TG) individuals leaving for a job amounts to 72%, as Table 2 documents.

A more detailed look at the exit destinations in the register reveals interesting supplementary

insights. The TG individuals left less often unemployment for non-employment (8.6% vs 13.5%

in CG). Moreover, leaving for ”unknown status after unemployment exit” is a bit more frequent

in the TG (5.4% vs 3.5%). For several reasons it is most probable that a clear majority of

these individuals, who left UI voluntarily, found a job too in the near future.26 Therefore, it is

useful to consider as well the joint figures on direct and ”indirect” job finders: these amount to

77.4% in the TG versus 66.7% in the CG. For this measure, importance and significance of the

TG-CG-difference is even higher.

How does the net dynamics of the job finding treatment effect look like? Figure 4 provides

a non-parametric survivor analysis of the duration to job finding. It reports the proportion of

individuals in the TG and CG who are still without a job; thus, the survivor analysis here defines

only those cases as a positive transitions out of the initial status which end up in job finding.

The dotted vertical lines indicate the median starting and ending of the (potential) coaching

program27. The two curves of the survivor overlap over the course of the first 250 days of unem-

ployment. Beyond, the survivors of treatment and control groups remarkably diverge, leading to

a higher job finding proportion in the treatment group in the later stages of unemployment. Thus,

this analysis shows that the tested supportive ALMP takes some time until it develops beneficial

effects on job finding. That the positive treatment effect gradually develops over time, is also

visible when considering the margin of long-term unemployment (after 1 year): we find a positive

but not (yet) significant effect on the LTU rate of 4 percentage points, see Table 2.

[Figure 4 about here]

26More than two thirds of these individuals renounced to services of the UI voluntarily, in order to avoid the

hassle of the control requirements on job search, appointments etc.; the rest left the country to search for a job

elsewhere. For a further empirical assessment, see also footnote 18.
27In the upcoming analysis by treatment period I will use, of course, the exact timing by individual.
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How did the coaching treatment affect the individual unemployment durations? Have they

been prolonged or not? – given the evidence on ”lock-in” effects which are commonly observed for

training-oriented ALMPs (Card et al. 2015). The non-parametric comparison of unemployment

durations, as presented in Table 2, provides a clear answer as second key result: Individual

unemployment duration has not been prolonged by the coaching and counseling treatment, there

is no significant difference between the TG and CG durations, neither for the medians (139.5 vs

138 days) nor for the means (245.1 vs 255.9 days)28.

In the light of the existing ALMP evaluation evidence, the result of no prolongation of un-

employment duration due to the new coaching ALMP can be rated positive. It seems that the

lock-in effect (less search during the program) is not as dominant here – in spite of the fact that

the new treatment implied high workload and time consumption in the first four months of un-

employment. This finding could, however, also represent the net result of a reduced lock-in effect

and an improvement of effectiveness in job finding after coaching. This can be tested by use of a

duration model that distinguishes treatment periods, which will be done in section 6.1.

Next, consider job quality as a third key outcome. Does the additional job finding caused by

the treatment possibly come at the cost of taking up lower quality employment? This question

can only be causally answered without imposing structure if we assume that the sub-sample of

job finders is still well balanced between TG and CG. The analysis of observables in the last

section 3.3 suggests that this is the case. However, additional robustness checks, in particular as

well on the potential importance of unobservables, will be instructive to assess this claim. This

will be done within the dynamic analysis. The non-parametric results in Table 2 reveal that no

significant difference between gross salaries can be detected among TG and CG. The same applies

to declared working hours per week (pensum). In older working age, reestablishment on the labor

market after unemployment often implies a wage loss. This is found here as well. On average,

a significant pre-to-post-unemployment gross salary loss of 6% (341 CHF) is incurred. However,

the loss is not significantly different between TG and CG.

How is job quality affected by the supportive ALMP in the longer run? In the context of this

RCT, we can assess employment stability within a post-unemployment period of 1.5 years. Table

2 reports the comparison of recurrence behavior : Within the given period, 22.1% of the treated

job finders recurred to unemployment, whereas the recurrence propensity in the control group

amounts to 27.7%. Thus, we find a pretty substantial albeit statistically insignificant reduction

in unemployment recurrence by the treatment.

The same evidence, but in a time-dynamic perspective, is reported Figure 5. The post-

unemployment survivor curve of the treatment group is located clearly above the one of the

control group – treated individuals remain on average longer outside unemployment. 300 days

after unemployment exit, about 83% of the job finders in the TG remain in employment, whereas

the same rate in the CG amounts to about 74%. Note, again, that this result could be biased

by the potential selectivity of the sub-sample of job finders. However, taking this into account

by a semi-parametric dynamic model will indeed show, in section 6.4, that the treatment effect

28Note that we censor very long unemployment durations to restrict the impact of outlier values, as is common

practice in the literature. Durations are exogenously censored after 2 years (730 calendar days, approx. the maximal

benefit duration for job seekers aged 55+), which affects 2.4% of the spells. A sensitivity check using the latest

possible censoring date (march 31, 2010) shows that the treatment effect is not sensitive to this choice.
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on employment stability gets more distinct: the difference in the recurrence (hazard) rates in the

post-unemployment period becomes significant. So, in conclusion we can state that the supportive

ALMP exerted a positive effect on job quality: improved employment stability and no significant

harm of the post-unemployment salary.

[Figure 5 about here]

As a fourth key outcome, we shed light on the effect of the coaching treatment on the job

interview rate. For an aggregate assessment, this early outcome indicator has been averaged over

the four treatment periods, as far as observed. 70% (229 individuals) have reported at least

once their acquired job interviews – the potential selectivity of this sub-sample will be addressed

in the robustness checks as well. The direct non-parametric comparison results in a significant

increase in the job interview rate by .04 to .14. Thus, this analysis suggests that the counseling

and coaching successfully increased the job offer arrival rate of the treated.

To wrap up, the four key results on the main outcomes of the new supportive ALMP can

be summarized as follows:The RCT shows that the counseling and coaching program caused more

treatment group individuals to find a job than in the control group. It took some time after the

intense treatment period until the job finding effect materialized. As an early indicator, we find

that the job interview rate has reacted positively on the treatment. Adopting the UI perspective,

we find that individual unemployment durations have not been prolonged on average; this hints to

a comparably less important lock-in effect in the counseling and coaching program. Job quality

has been positively affected in terms of employment stability and, arguably, has not been harmed

in terms of earnings.

5 Empirical Framework for Dynamic Analysis

These results above document the main final outcomes. However, we want to go a step further

and open the behavioral blackbox: How did these causal effects of the supportive ALMP come

about? To address this question, we need to directly relate acts of the treatment plan with reactions

in behavior and with dynamic outcomes of the job search process. To gain such insights, we

need to put more structure on the evaluation of labor market outcomes and behavioral channels.

Therefore, I will develop and apply a series of dynamic treatment effects analyses in the following.

5.1 Dynamic Treatment Effects on Unemployment Exit

To estimate the dynamic treatment effects on the key outcome – transitions from unemployment

to jobs – I will apply the timing-of-events approach (following Abbring/van den Berg 2003) to

the treatment plan. This approach provides at least three key advantages for learning more on

the dynamics of the behavioral effects of the supportive ALMP: First, the identification of sub-

treatment-effects by use of the exact timing of the different treatment periods allows to further

explain what really happened during the program. Which part of the treatment plan did con-

tribute in which way to the observed net effect? Second, this duration model approach allows to

take duration dependence and dynamic selection into account. The latter is particularly of impor-

tance when analyzing post-unemployment recurrence outcomes as they base on a sub-sample of
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job finders, which implies potential additional selectivity. Finally, this modeling approach allows

to estimate and quantify the employment stability effect (in days of avoided future unemployment)

within the same framework, which will be done in section 6.4.

5.1.1 Duration Model with Subsequent Treatment Periods

The subsequent steps of the treatment plan are modeled using a duration framework. For con-

venience, Figure 1 is reproduced below, complemented by the period-specific treatment effects

which we will model. As described earlier (section 2.1.1), intensified counseling starts at t0, at t1

treated job seekers join the coaching which lasts until t2.

Following the timing-of-events approach, with extension to an experimental setup with antic-

ipation effect (Abbring et al. 2005), the proportional hazard (PH) model – later extended to a

mixed PH model – is constructed as follows:

θu(tu|x,Mj , Ck,Di, vu) = λu(tu)exp(x
′βu +

6
∑

j=1

τjMj +

11
∑

k=1

γCk +
∑

i

δiDi(tu) + vu) (1)

where θu is the exit rate from unemployment to a job and tu is the unemployment duration. x

is a vector featuring individual characteristics, including the control for unemployment history

in the past 3 years. Mj represents a series of time dummies which control, in 2-months-steps,

for the specific time and business cycle conditions at inflow into the sample. Ck are caseworker

fixed effects and vu represents the unobserved heterogeneity component which will be discussed

in section 5.3. The component
∑

i δiDi(tu) contains the treatment effects of interest.

The duration dependence function λu(tu) is designed as a piecewise-constant function

λu(tu) = exp(
∑

k

(λu,k · Ik(tu)) (2)

where k = 0, . . . , 5 time intervals are distinguished and Ik(tu) represent time-varying dummy

variables that are one in the respective intervals. Based on the descriptive hazard for the unem-

ployment exit process (see Figure 2) I define the six time intervals as follows: 0-50/51-100/101-

150/151-250/251-350/351+ days. Unemployment durations are exogenously censored at March

31, 2010 (end of observation window), if necessary. Note that the analysis in this paper focuses

on exits to job rather than on general unemployment exits. This is done in the light of the results

found in section 4 that the new policy significantly increased job findings. Thus, θu represents

the individual job finding hazard29. Accordingly, the non-censoring indicator in this model is 1

for individuals who found a job.

29Estimation results for the case of general unemployment exit are available on request. Section 4 reports exits

to other destinations.
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Based on this setup, let’s consider the main model with specific treatment effects for every

treatment period. We specify a function of treatment period indicators
∑

i δiDi(tu) whereby

i ∈ {a; c1; c2; c3} are the treatment effects by subsequent treatment period. Following the figure

above, the treatment indicators in the hazard can be defined as follows: Da ≡ I(tu ≤ tc1),

Dc1 ≡ I(tc1 < tu ≤ tc2), Dc2 ≡ I(tc2 < tu ≤ tc3), Dc3 ≡ I(tc3 < tu), whereby all are conditioned

on being in the treatment group.

Let us have a closer look at the content of the sequence of treatment effects: In the early stage

of unemployment, from t0 onwards, the anticipation effect δa is identified, due to the randomized

treatment assignment at time t0. δa measures potentially two effects: first and foremost the

pre-intervention effect, coming from the fact that the individuals in the treatment group are

informed about the upcoming coaching program during their first meeting at the PES. Second,

a presumably small additional effect may come from the early-stage intense counseling30. δc1

measures the effect of being in the coaching program, identified by allowing for a shift in the

hazard at the time of entry into the program, t1. δc2 and δc3 measure the post-program effects

of the coaching allowing for a further shift at time of program end, t2. Note that t1 and t2 are

defined as the start or the end of the coaching program plus 14 days each. The reason to do so is

that there is a certain delay between having found a job and finally exiting. The 14 days’ delay

allows to take this into account, such that successful job findings shortly before start or end of

coaching are assigned to the right stage of treatment. Allowing for more flexibility, I split the

post-coaching effect into an earlier one, δc2, and a later one, δc3. The latter starts 180 days after

the end of coaching (t2 + 166)31 and ends at unemployment exit (or censoring).

Note that, due to the dynamic nature of treatment effects we estimate, there is a potential

difference between the effects of having really participated in the program and the intention-to-

treat (ITT) effects. Since this paper aims at assessing the behavioral reactions on the supportive

treatment, we will focus on the first type of effects. The difference between those and ITT can

have two sources. On one hand, there could be intentional non-compliance, i.e. individuals who

intentionally avoid the – compulsory – coaching participation. A detail analysis, see Appendix,

finds however only a very marginal amount of 3.2% of possible cases of intentional non-compliance.

However, the large majority of the non-participants are individuals who announced before t1

to have found a job (which implies unemployment exit within some weeks) – thus, their non-

participation is due to normal reasons of dynamic selection which apply as well to the control

group. Therefore, the estimated dynamic treatment effects should not be subject to endogenous

non-compliance bias. (Moreover, we will test for unobserved heterogeneity later on.) The ITT

treatment effects of the main model are reported in the Appendix. The difference between

these ”gross program effects” and the reported participation effects can be read as an additional

announcement effect (beyond t1): accelerated job finding as a reaction on the information about

the upcoming coaching and intensified counseling at early stage.

30Remind that, in median, job seekers join the coaching after 50 days. Thus, the doubling of counseling frequency

only implies one or two additional meetings up to that stage.
31The second post-coaching interval is chosen to start later than in the case of the survey-based analyses (90

days after coaching), because register data cover a longer time-span of unemployment (up to 2 years).
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5.1.2 Advantages of Randomization in Timing-of-Events Models

The design of this experiment as an RCT brings at least three advantages for the clean identi-

fication (and interpretation) of the dynamic treatment effects. Randomization (i) identifies the

treatment effect starting right at t0, (ii) relieves the no-anticipation assumption, and (iii) allows

avoiding a separate modeling of the inflow into later treatment (coaching).

First, randomization at t0 allows identifying a treatment effect that starts right at t0. This

is not possible for non-randomized studies since they cannot distinguish between endogenous

selection and the real treatment effect in the first period from t0 onwards (Abbring et al. 2005).

In contrast, randomized treatment assignment leads to a balanced distribution of unobserved

characteristics at t0. This solves the selection issue at t0 and provides therefore identification.

Second, randomization combined with exogenous timing of treatments and information sim-

plifies the identification of later treatment effects. In the standard case of the timing-of-events

approach without randomization, Abbring and Van den Berg (2003) show that the identifica-

tion of the effect of a treatment starting at t1 > t0, i.e. a hazard shift at t1, requires the no

(probabilistic) anticipation assumption which basically implies that the counterfactual hazards

(for TG and CG) must be equal up to t1
32. In the case here, however, we encounter a different

situation. Since the sample is fully balanced at t0 and, in particular, the TG members have full

information about the upcoming treatment periods, they can immediately and transparently act

on this information – which is captured, without bias, by the anticipation effect δa. Thus, the

no anticipation assumption is replaced by measurable ”perfect” anticipation33. Finally, this full-

information-argument carries over to the later treatment periods: Conditional on observables,

unobservables, the previous treatment history and full (ex-ante) information about the treatment

plan, the anticipation about the treatment in the next period is captured by the treatment effect

in the ongoing period.

A third advantage of the randomization and information properties is that they make the

additional (joint) modeling of the inflow process into later stage treatment unnecessary. Thus, a

test and control of unobserved heterogeneity is enough to cope with the issue of imbalanced dy-

namic selection. The issue is that inflow into later treatment stages is not necessarily random any

more: the relative proportions of unobserved characteristics may change in a potentially different

way in treatment and control group. In the standard case of timing-of-events (Abbring/van den

Berg 2003), this potential imbalance is also driven by endogenous treatment assignment. This is

not the case here. Due to randomization and exogenous ex-ante timing, the ongoing selection is

uncorrelated to the propensity to enter the later treatment (coaching), conditional on the antici-

pation effect. In other words, the anticipation effect captures changes (related to early treatment)

in the propensity to enter later treatment34. Again, this argument carries over to all the later

32This could be expressed (in simplified notation) as θT (τ0|x, vu) = θC(τ0|x, vu) where θT and θC are the

counterfactual hazard rates at time τ0 ∈ ]t0, t1[. Note, moreover, that the no anticipation assumption refers in

fact to no probabilistic anticipation. Deterministic anticipation, i.e. acting on information which is available to

everybody at t0 (like general monitoring behavior of the PES or generally distributed information on a program

etc.), does not break the assumption since this information is equally available for treatment and control group.

See Arni et al. (2013) for a further discussion and example.
33So, more formally, the equality θT (τ0|x, vu, Da) exp(δa) = θC(τ0|x, vu, Da) holds here and describes perfect

anticipation – as compared to the no anticipation assumption in footnote 32 (using the same notation as there).
34This means that for our main model (1) here the following orthogonality applies: vu ⊥⊥ Dc1|x,Da. If this
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stage treatment parts (Dc1, Dc2, Dc3). By the same line of argumentation, one can conclude that

as well issues of potential non-compliance (which are a particular case of imbalanced dynamic

selection) can be handled in the same, simplified way.

5.1.3 Extension to Post-Unemployment Job Stability

It is now straightforward to extend the outlined framework to the post-unemployment period.

An analog (M)PH model is set up to estimate the causal impact of the supportive ALMP on

employment stability. This crucial dimension of post-unemployment jobs is assessed by modeling

the recurrence propensity, i.e. the transition rate back into unemployment:

θp(tp|x,Mj , Ck,Di, vp) = λp(tp)exp(x
′βp +

6
∑

j=1

τjMj +
11
∑

k=1

γCk + δpDp + vp) (3)

whereby tp is defined as the duration from the time of transition from unemployment to a job

to the time of reentry into unemployment. The transition (or non-censoring) indicator is therefore

1 if a reentry to unemployment is observed up to 1.5 years (540 days) after unemployment exit

(exogenous censoring). As in model (1), the baseline hazard rate λp(tp) adopts the form of a

piecewise-constant function35. Dp is a dummy variable indicating the treatment group. This

means that one constant treatment effect36 is estimated for the post-unemployment period.

It is important to note that equation (3) is estimated on the sub-sample of individuals who

found a job after unemployment. The implications will be discussed in section 5.3.

5.2 Dynamic Treatment Effects on Behavior

To set up the econometric analysis of the dynamic treatment effects on different behavioral

channels, we again follow the different stages of the treatment plan: anticipation (τ = 1), during

coaching (τ = 2), up to 90 days after coaching (τ = 3), beyond 90 days after coaching (τ = 4).

The fact that the timing was fixed ex ante and communicated at t0 provides the base to identify

separate treatment effects by treatment period (Abbring et al. 2005). The sequential strategy is

refined by use of a dynamic difference-in-differences (DiD) of the following type:

yi = α+ γTGDTG
i + γτTτ + δτD

TG
i Tτ + x′iβ + εi for τ = 1, . . . , 4 (4)

whereby DTG is a dummy variable for the treated, Tτ a time period indicator and x the set

of the control variables. The coefficient of key interest is the DiD parameter δτ which measures

the treatment effect in period τ of the intervention on a certain behavioral outcome y.

The sequential DiD provides several advantages to minimize potential biases and to improve

the precision of the estimated effects. First, it allows to capture the time trend of behavior in a

flexible way, without imposing a functional form. The time effect, γτ , captures changes in levels

of the behavioral variables over time which are common to the treatment and control groups.

independence is given, no further equation is necessary to model the relation between later treatment inflow and

unobserved heterogeneity.
35Following the shape of the descriptive hazard, I estimate four intervals with splits at 210/390/480 days. Note,

moreover, that I define a recurrence event as being at least 20 days out of initial unemployment before reentry.
36As a sensitivity analysis, I implemented a more flexible specification which allows for a shift of the treatment

effect after 270 days. The two estimated treatment effects were not significantly different in size.
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Second, sequential DiD corrects for ex-ante differences in the behavioral outcomes. Even though

groups are randomized at t0 (and randomization worked well, see section 3.3), it can happen by

chance that the initial levels of some behavioral variables are not fully balanced; γTG takes this

into account. Finally, the fact that the t0 data are part of the estimation sample substantially

helps to properly identify the effects of x and Tτ and to improve the estimation precision. In case

there is an issue of imbalanced dynamic selection in later tτ , the potential bias could also affect

the estimates of β (if the imbalance is correlated to individual characteristics). Thus, using the

unbiased t0 data helps obtaining correct estimates for β. This, in turn, helps reducing potential

bias in δτ , since the selection on observables is properly taken into account.37

As mentioned earlier, potentially there could be an issue of unbalanced dynamic selection

between TG and CG in later stages of the treatment plan: if unemployment exits (and survey

non-response) differently affect the composition of unobservables relevant for the corresponding

outcome. The outlined design cannot fully account for this issue. Therefore, we will perform a

series of tests to assess whether there is indication of imbalanced unobservables. The first assess-

ment is to analyze the balancing of observables by treatment period: this is done in Appendix

B.1. It shows that also in the later treatment periods almost no observables are imbalanced

(exception is, occasionally, nationality). This suggests that the initial randomization (plus the

homogeneity of the initial sample) translated to a considerable degree to the later periods. Thus,

if the composition of unobservables and observables are correlated, this result bolsters confidence

that imbalance is not significantly biasing the later-stage treatment effects on behavior. Further

robustness tests are described in the following section.

5.3 Robustness Analyses

5.3.1 Unobserved Heterogeneity

In the context of the duration models for the job- and employment stability outcomes we can

directly check whether the composition of unobservables affects estimated treatment effects. The

timing-of-events models can be extended to allow for unobserved heterogeneity.

We apply the standard non-parametric way of introducing unobserved heterogeneity which

consists in modeling a discrete mixture distribution (Heckman/Singer 1984) for vu and vp in

equations (1) and (3). We implement a version of the non-parametric maximum likelihood es-

timator (NPMLE) as proposed by Baker and Melino (2000). To start, I choose a design that

allows vu and vp to have two points of support. For the cases one process (unemployment) and of

two correlated processes (incl. post-unemployment), this implies the estimation of the following

probabilities of mass points:

pn = P (vu = vnu) with n = 1, 2 if only process u (5)

pj = P (vu = vnu , vp = vnp ) with j = 1, . . . , 4 if adding process p (6)

These probabilities are designed in a logistic form, i.e. pn = exp(an)
1+exp(a1)

for the case (5) and

pj =
exp(aj)

1+exp(a1)+exp(a2)+exp(a3)
for the case (6) (normalizing one parameter to being 0). Thus, a

37Note that the sequential estimation procedure as outlined in equation 4 is more suitable to fulfill this last

argument than estimation of all the five periods jointly in one model. In the former case the certainly unbiased t0

period has more relative weight than in the latter.
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maximum of two/four probability parameters an/aj and of two/four baseline hazard intercepts

λn0/λ
j
0 is estimated in the 1/2 process/es model. We model the correlation of unobservables across

the two processes by allowing for all possible combinations of mass points. Like that, we account

for selectivity by unobservables, which is generated by the potentially selective sub-sample of job

finders. To find the optimal locations, proportions and numbers of mass points, I use an iterative

grid search procedure – see Appendix C for details.

5.3.2 IPWRA Estimation

Besides testing for unobservables, we apply an inverse probability weighting estimator with re-

gression adjustment (IPWRA) on the dynamic behavioral variables as a further robustness check.

IPWRA can be used to address a variety of selection problems, including that inherent in esti-

mating average treatment effects; nonrandom selectivity and attrition are leading examples (see

e.g. Wooldridge 2002 for an overview). Based on the setup represented by equation 4, we weight

the data in the periods τ > 0 by inverse probabilities and then perform the same regressions.

The corresponding weights ωi are computed as

ωi =
DTG

i

p̂i
+

1−DTG
i

1− p̂i

whereby the propensity score p(xi) is estimated by probit. The results of the robustness checks

are discussed in section 6.3.

6 Dynamic Results on Behavior, Exit Rates, Mid-Run Outcomes

This section aims at providing insights about how the randomized supportive ALMP affected the

dynamics of outcomes and behavior over time. These findings let us track directly how treatment

”shocks” gradually provoke reactions in behavior and in subsequent outcomes. In the following,

we proceed in four steps: first, we discuss the effects on the transition from unemployment to

jobs as well as on the job interview rate as early outcome. Second, we assess the treatment effects

on the whole series of behavioral channels we consider. Third, the results on mid-run outcomes

are discussed, followed by robustness analyses.

6.1 Outcome: Causal Effects on Unemployment Exit Behavior

6.1.1 Transition from unemployment to jobs

We start by discussing the dynamic causal effects of different stages of the coaching and counseling

treatment on transitions to jobs.

How do the specific treatment effects by treatment period look like? Table 3 reports these

results which are based on model (1).38 The dynamics of the treatment effects reveals indeed a

pattern which was not yet visible in the nonparametric analysis (due to overlaps of treatment

38The results for the control variables are reported in Table 11 in the Appendix. Note that the estimation

very appropriately fits the shape of the empirical hazard (see Figure 2). When computing the piecewise-constant

baseline hazard rates for an ”average” individual (see Notes of the Table 11 for the specific calculation) over the

different duration pieces, we find that the monthly unemployment exit rate goes from 6.4% to about 15% and then

down to 8% and less from 151 days on – as in the empirical hazard.
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periods): The found zero net effect on unemployment duration was, in fact, generated by the

interplay of a period of lower exit rates, followed by one of higher exit rates. The anticipation effect

(δa) is highly significantly negative. Treated individuals have an on average 37.6% (= exp(δa−1)

lower transition rate to jobs in the period between unemployment inflow and (potential) coaching

entry. Thus, the prospect of being coached obviously results in a smaller propensity to exit early

to a job. This suggests that the treated individuals seem to expect a positive outcome or at least

some helpful support of the coaching program. Therefore, one may call this negative anticipation

effect an ”attraction effect” – as an opposite to the commonly found ”threat effect” in the analysis

of other kinds of labor market programs (see e.g. Rosholm/Svarer 2008). The analysis of search

behavior, as introduced in the next section, can provide some empirical insights if this ”attraction

effect” is rather driven by a smaller job search effort or by being more picky in accepting jobs.

[Table 3 about here]

In the next treatment period – during coaching – a slightly significantly (p-value .12) negative

impact on the exit rates is found. Thus, the commonly found lock-in effect is present here as

well. Individuals participating in the coaching program seem either to exert less job search effort

than without coaching, presumably due to the high work load of the program. Alternatively or

complementarily, the during-coaching-effect could operate via affecting other channels of behavior

that make people find and consider less job offers. Again, the subsequent behavioral analysis will

deliver more insights on this open question. In any case, it turns out that the ”lock-in” effect is

restricted to the short time span of the duration of the coaching (60 days in median). Right after,

the early post-coaching effect (δc2) is already back to zero. Thus, the coaching design principle

’intense but short’ yields to be beneficial in restricting the lock-in effect.

Six months after coaching end, the treatment effect (δc3) reveals to be clearly positive but

insignificant. The higher exit rate to a job of the coached reflects the insight of the nonparametric

analysis: that in later stages of the unemployment the positive impact of the supportive ALMP

kicks in. However, given the small sample, the exits to jobs are quite dispersed over time beyond

181+ days after coaching, and thus the standard error is comparably high. As a consequence,

the estimated δc3 marginally fails to get significant. However, the dynamic analysis demonstrates

how the cross-sectionally significant effect on job finding proportions came about.

Beyond, it is interesting to briefly consider the ITT analysis of the dynamic effects. The

dynamic ITT effects are driven as well by those treated individuals who already announced to

have found a job and therefore did not enter or not terminate the coaching program. Taking

these into account, we estimate the ”gross” program effect. Consistently, the results reported

in Table 12 in the Appendix show more positive treatment effects from δc1 onwards. The later

post-coaching effect (δc3) turns out to become significant at the .15 level. There could be two

interpretations of these additional impacts on top of the participant-driven effects: On one hand,

they could reflect the ”longer-run anticipation effect” of the information about the upcoming

coaching; i.e. some people reacted on it by early job finding (but then it took a while until they

started the new job). On the other hand, the supplementary effect could be caused by the early

intensified counseling which may have led to additional job findings.

So, wrapping up, one can state that the nonparametric result of more job finding can be

decomposed as follows: on one hand into an attraction effect and a slight lock-in of coaching
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which tend to prolong unemployment duration – on the other hand, into a positive post-coaching

effect which boosts transitions to jobs due to the supportive treatment.

6.1.2 Effects on the job interview rate

A potentially suitable early indicator of job finding is the propensity to acquire job interviews.

Based on the repeated surveys we consider how supportive treatment affects the job interview

rate, which is defined as the number of acquired interviews per sent application.

[Figure 6 about here; Table 4]

The job interview rate indeed seems to be a suitable early indicator of successful job finding.

The intensified counseling and coaching affects the amount of acquired interviews in early stages

already, as Figure 6 shows. The figure plots predicted conditional means of the treatment and

control groups and documents the significant treatment effects. Starting at a level of 0.11 inter-

views per sent application at time t0, the treatment effect gradually increases until it becomes

significant during coaching, reaching about 0.17. The conditional mean interview rates among

the control group appear to have a slight downward tendency, ranging from 0.11 to 0.08.

A direct comparison of the treatment effects on the job interview rate and on job finding by

treatment period (see Figure 6) demonstrates well the role of the former as an early indicator.

The positive impacts on interviews seem to translate gradually into job finding.

6.2 Channels: Causal Effects on Behavior

This section documents the results representing the dynamic treatment effects of the coaching &

counseling intervention on the different behavioral channels. Subsequently, we will discuss effects

on search behavior, on beliefs and finally on aspects of non-cognitive skills.

6.2.1 Effects on search behavior

Before we start analyzing the key dimensions of search behavior, let us address a basic question:

Was the content of coaching & counseling, as described in section 2.1.1, successfully transmitted to

the job seekers? An important part of the content was dedicated to discussing search strategy and

search efficiency optimizations. The measure of search strategy extensions offers, thus, a direct

opportunity to check whether the treated individuals agreed with the coach and/or caseworker to

extend the scope of search (for details see section 3.2.2). The Appendix Table 13 shows a distinct

picture: Whereas the propensity to extend the scope of search is close to 0.2 for the treatment

group (TG) and the control group (CG) during anticipation and after coaching, it is increased as

much as 0.4 for the treated during coaching. Thus, this component of the coaching strategy has

been substantially transmitted to the participants.

The first fundamental dimension of search we consider is the quantitative search effort. The

most striking result is that the treated individuals never searched more than the control group.

On the opposite: The treated searched significantly less in anticipation and during coaching (and

also in the 90 days thereafter, however marginally below significance), as Table 5 documents.

Figure 7, which reports the conditional predicted means, shows that the CG searches beyond

the start t0 at the level of about 9 applications per month, whereas the TG submits 7 to 8
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applications. Now, let us overlap these treatment effect results with the findings on transitions

to jobs in section 6.1.1; from this we can conclude the following: The ”attraction” effect – i.e.

reduced job transitions in the anticipation period – is underpinned by a significant reduction of

search effort, as well as the lock-in effect during coaching. Also beyond coaching end the treated

never exert more effort than the CG. Thus, the additional job finding success of the treated is

not due to quantity but due to quality or efficiency of search.

[Figure 7 and Table 5 about here]

A second indication that the treatment positively affected search efficiency is found in the

results on the variety of used search channels. We find here an analog picture, i.e. that the

treated never increased channel variety, but some time they reduced it. In the early post-coaching

period, the reduction becomes significant, the effect amounts to -1.2 channels. Whereas the CG

individuals use a broad variety of search channels – about 8 out of 11 choices (see Figure 7 and

section 3.2) – the treated seem to search in a more directed way.

How did the treatment affect channel choice and the frequency of channel use? The available

data allow the analysis of these questions by looking at the results for each channel of search

separately. This is done in Table 5 and Figure 7, where I report the six most important search

channels. A first observation is that the negative signs on the DiD coefficients clearly prevail.

Thus, as observed for the effort and channel variety dimensions of search, frequencies of use are

in tendency reduced and not increased. We can distinguish three formal channels – newspapers,

internet and private recruiters – and three informal channels – network (weak ties) and sponta-

neous applications by telephone or by mail. The most prominent result is that the treatment

caused several significant reductions of frequencies of use of formal channels. In particular, we can

observe two patterns. First, whereas the control group tends to increase frequency of newspaper

and internet use after t0, the treated report significantly lower frequency levels in the anticipa-

tion period. The ”attraction” effect is reflected here in the sense that, due to the prospect of

being coached soon, the treated tend to wait with adapting formal search upwards. Second, the

findings on post-coaching effects show that the coaching made the treated refrain from increasing

the frequency of formal search. Consistent with the above-discussed results on search behavior,

these findings suggest a treatment effect towards more directed or efficient search.

On the side of the informal channels, different patterns of reaction are visible. The impact of

the supportive ALMP on the use of personal networks is zero over all periods. A highly significant

and quantitatively important (plus 44 percentage points) upward move is found for spontaneous

applications by telephone during the coaching period. This has to be linked to the fact that the

coach explicitly promoted this type of spontaneous acquisitions. On the opposite, a significantly

lower use of spontaneous written applications can be observed among the TG individuals after the

end of coaching. Looking at the time dynamics, we observe that the CG individuals significantly

increased the frequency of use of this channel relative to t0. This increase is not visible in the TG –

in the anticipation period presumably due to the documented ”attraction” or ”waiting” behavior,

post coaching probably due to the mentioned coach suggestion in favor of phone applications.

[Figure 8 about here]
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As a second fundamental dimension of job search behavior, we analyze the evolution of reser-

vation wages. In fact, the empirical measures report reservation salaries (i.e. minimal monthly

gross earnings that still would be accepted by the job seeker). Let us first consider the control

group behavior: Figure 8, supported by the estimates in Table 5, reveals that the control indi-

viduals are only willing to reduce the acceptable wage level in the early stage of unemployment.

This pattern is consistent with the typical unemployment exit rate profile over time: the exit

rate peaks in the first months and then goes down (and only peaks again at exhaustion much

later). Thus, the fact that the CG reservation wage profile is not downward-sloping reflects a

potential problem: that job seekers are not aware or not willing to adapt their wage requests to

the depreciation of their human capital and employability. Note that dynamic job search theory

would suggest a downward-sloping reservation wage profile, if the model allows for the adaptation

of human capital value (and of the pool of job and wage offers) over the spell time.

Comparing the reservation wage behavior of the treated to the one of the controls, we find

two striking differences. First, the TG does not reduce the reservation salary level in the antici-

pation period. I.e., it remains substantially higher (difference significant for median salary levels,

marginally insignificant for ratio to last salary). This suggests that as well the reservation wage

behavior seems to react in a way consistent with the found ”attraction effect”: people are not

willing to accelerate their job finding in the early period because of the prospect of being coached.

As a second treatment effect we find a significant reduction of reservation salaries in the ’during’

and ’early post-coaching’ period (which seems to continue later on, but results are insignificant

due to higher standard errors). It is instructive to compare the predicted reservation salaries, see

Figure 8, with the realized median salaries in the new jobs: the latter amount to 5470/5280 CHF

in the TG/CG. It turns out that the CG reservation salaries in later unemployment stages are

above the realized ones, whereas the TG reservation salaries are below. Thus, this suggests that a

key treatment effect of the coaching program consisted in reducing (perceived) reservation wages

to a more realistic level. I.e., the coaching may have helped the treated to take into account that

unemployment is often linked with human capital and wage loss, in particular for ages 45+.39

6.2.2 Effects on beliefs

Next, we analyze the dynamic treatment effects of the supportive ALMP on individual beliefs.

First, consider beliefs about job chances, measured as the deviation between expected and realized

job interviews (per application). A look at the CG reveals that the overestimation of interview

chances gradually increases in the first periods, up to 0.4 (see Figure 8). Individuals do not seem

to take into account that the job interview rate tends to decrease over the spell – on the opposite:

they increase expectations. This behavior of increasing overestimation is not visible for the

treated. Even though they indeed manage to increase their interview rate due to the treatment,

they do not increase overestimation but keep the degree of bias constant. This treatment effect

39We cannot fully exclude that there is a certain degree of overreporting in the surveyed reservation salary

figures. However, due to the randomized trial, possible initial overreporting is supposed to be balanced. Note

that even if you would assume that a part of the coaching effect consists in a reduction of overreporting behavior,

this would not essentially change the interpretation of the treatment effect. At the end, it is highly likely that

possible overreporting behavior is correlated with (and driven by) how individuals perceive their own reservation

wage level and what their wage expectations are. So, the basic interpretation that some CG individuals may not

have accepted certain jobs due to some form of biased wage perception, remains.
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is only significant in the short run (during coaching period), however. In later stages, the CG

individuals seem to realize their large degree of overestimation as well. Thus, the coaching exerts

a short run effect through stabilizing the degree of bias in beliefs about job chances.

[Table 6 about here]

As a second type of search-related beliefs, we consider wage expectations, measured on a five-

point-scale. The main finding is that the TG tends to reduce wage expectations from early on,

whereas the CG remains with the same level of belief for a long time. On (conditional) average,

the latter report a scale level of 3 – i.e., they expect a pay equal to before unemployment. In the

early post-coaching period the difference becomes significant. Like in the case of beliefs about

job chances, the coaching treatment causes a reduction of the wage belief in the short run (until

3 months after coaching).40

Thus, in all, the findings here suggest that a coaching treatment can reduce (biased) beliefs

in the short run, but we cannot observe evidence for a persistent reduction of bias.

6.2.3 Effects on non-cognitive skills

As a further type of behavioral reactions we assess now some aspects of personality-related skills.

First, let us consider performance-motivation. The results provide evidence that the ”attraction”

effect in the anticipation period affects the lower tail of the motivation distribution: we find a

significant increase in the probability of low or very low motivation to search (results on request).

Moreover, coaching affects the motivation of the treated as well positively, as Figure 8 demon-

strates. The probability for job seekers to be very highly motivated is significantly higher in the

3 months after coaching. The difference is substantial: whereas about 26% of the CG reports the

highest motivation level, the (predicted) proportion among the TG amounts to almost 47%41.

This motivation boost tapers off later on.

The self-confidence of job seekers (as perceived by caseworkers) is marked by an up and down,

as a look on the control group behavior reveals (Figure 8). This volatility in self-confidence seems

to be stabilized by the coaching and counseling treatment. The probability of high self-confidence

among the TG individuals turns out to be higher, whereby the difference to the CG becomes

significant in the early post-coaching period.42

Finally, we consider a dimension of personal self-control: reliability. In the CG, a proportion of

about 60% is assessed (by the caseworker) as being highly reliable. Interestingly, this proportion

increases in later stages of unemployment. One way to explain this phenomenon is that being

regularly subject to monitoring and caseworker meetings may positively affect the job seeker’s

self-control. The treatment effect, which is relatively small, appears through an earlier increase

in the individual’s reliability levels, the latter becoming significant during coaching.43

40If we break up the scale and do not consider means, we find the following: In the anticipation period, the

treatment significantly reduces the probability of high wage expectations (scale levels 4 and 5). In the early

post-coaching period, the probability of low wage expectations (levels 1 and 2) is significantly increased.
41The average difference in scale levels is significant too and amounts to .32 in that period.
42The same significance appears as well if we consider the probability of low self-confidence or the scale level.

The CG volatility is also (significantly) visible in all the three outcome specifications.
43We don’t find significant differences in the probability of low reliability of in the average scale level; but the

same patterns are, in tendency, visible.
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To wrap up, it can be stated that we find some meaningful patterns of significant treat-

ment effects on the considered aspects of non-cognitive skills. The strongest impacts are on

performance-motivation. However, the measurable effects focus on the short run, mostly during

and in the first three months after coaching. Given that we subsequently found significantly

increased job finding, this pattern suggests that the short-run boost in becoming more moti-

vated and more disciplined may have been beneficial for the success of search activities later on.

However, this cannot be directly shown within this study.

6.3 Robustness Analyses

As discussed in section 5, the dynamic analysis could potentially be affected by a bias in later

treatment periods and post-unemployment, due to possible imbalance of unobservables. We run

three different robustness tests to assess this issue.

Using the estimation models for the dynamic treatment effects on durations, we can directly

check for the (non-)importance of unobservables. We implement the extension for unobservables

as outlined in section 5.3. The grid search as part of the non-parametric MLE procedure (following

Gaure et al. 2007, see Appendix C) resulted in suggesting a 2-mass-points model as the best choice

for estimating equation (1)44. This estimation delivers a log likelihood of -1536.16 – whereas

the model without unobserved heterogeneity yielded a log likelihood of -1455.45 (see Table 3).

Therefore, the conclusion is that for our 1-process model there is no gain in explanatory value by

adding unobserved heterogeneity.

The same procedure is applied to the 2-processes model addressing employment stability,

which combines equations (1) and (3) with the unobserved heterogeneity specification (6). The

resulting best-choice-specification is reported as estimation 2 in Table 7. Two of the four possible

mass point combinations turn out to be non-zero. But again, the log likelihood of -1987.05 is lower

than the one resorting from estimation of the 2-processes model without unobserved heterogeneity

(log likelihood of two independent processes, i.e. -1455.45+(-459.05)=-1914.5, see Tables 3 and

7). Therefore, the conclusion for the 2-processes model is as well that no gain in explanatory

value can be achieved by adding unobserved heterogeneity.

Thus, the analysis of unobserved heterogeneity models reveals that the size of imbalance in

unobservables due to dynamic selection is statistically not relevant here. We therefore conclude

that the models without unobserved heterogeneity can be interpreted causally. There are different

possible reasons for the non-importance of unobserved heterogeneity in the context of this study.

First, the tight sampling criteria applied in the pre-selection into the sample may have avoided

the generation of large heterogeneity. Second, the selection caused by the found treatment effects

could be of a balanced nature: i.e., the individuals who found a job due to the program are not

fundamentally different from the job finders in the control group.45

Does this statistical irrelevance of potentially imbalanced unobservables for outcomes as well

apply to the behavioral channels, which are measured by repeated surveys? This is well plausible,

if we assume that the unobservables which potentially affect the balancing of behavioral variables

44Grid search for a third mass point did not provide any specification yielding a higher log likelihood (on request)
45Finally, one could argue that the non-identification of further mass points may be due to the small sample size.

However, this is not very probable since Monte Carlo simulations in Baker and Melino (2000) have shown that it

is well possible to identify several mass points with 500 observations.
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are similar (correlated) to the ones of the outcomes. However, we cannot fully test for this since

the framework used for the dynamic behavioral analysis doesn’t allow for unobservables. Still,

we can run two robustness checks on the balancing of the behavioral variables. The first is to

check the balancing of observables in later treatment periods. This analysis has been discussed

in section 5.2 and documented in Appendix Table B.1. The observables didn’t show any hint of

significant imbalance in later stages.

A final robustness check is to re-run all the behavioral regressions by use of inverse probability

weighting (IPWRA), see section 5.3. The results are reported in Appendix Table 14. We do not

find substantial deviations of the resulting point estimates.46

Thus, in total we can conclude from the robustness analyses that we do not find empirical

indication for (unobservable or observable) imbalance of relevant size and correlation to outcomes

or behavioral variables.

6.4 Mid-Run Outcomes: Employment Stability & Earnings

Next, we want to analyze the effects of the supportive ALMP treatment on mid-run labor market

outcomes. What does the result that more treated individuals found a job mean for the quality of

the found jobs? Nonparametric evidence that compares employment stability and gross salaries

across TG and CG suggests a positive but non-significant effect on stability and a zero difference

in monthly earnings (see Table 2). However, these results are based on the sub-sample of job

finders which potentially is subject to endogenous selectivity. Therefore it is important to analyze

these two dimensions of job quality under control for observables and unobservables. The results

of last section showed that including unobserved heterogeneity does not increase the explanatory

value of the estimation. Due to this insignificant importance of heterogeneity, the best choice is

to use the specification without unobserved heterogeneity for the conclusive analysis.

[Table 7 about here]

Table 7 (estimation 1) reports results for employment stability when explicitly modeling post-

unemployment job duration and controlling for observables. We find a significantly positive treat-

ment effect on employment stability over 1.5 years after unemployment47. This result will be

further quantified below. For the sake of comparison, Table 7 also reports the results for the

model with unobserved heterogeneity (but less explanatory value): it shows that the treatment

effect on employment stability does qualitatively not change, it gets slightly stronger.

The second dimension of post-unemployment job quality that we assess is earnings. To check

whether the conditioning on observables changes the results of the comparison of median salaries,

we run the corresponding regression (available on request). It turns out that the result of no

significant differences in monthly salaries between TG and CG remains.

46The standard errors of the IPWRA results are larger than in the main estimations. They are too high due to

the fact that they are not corrected for the use of a prediction (estimated propensity score) within the estimation

procedure (Wooldridge 2002). Therefore, they are not used to assess significance; however, the focus of this

robustness check is anyway on the point estimates.
47I estimated as well a model which splits the treatment effect at 270 days after unemployment. This didn’t

yield statistically significant differences in the effect size.
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7 Discussion: Cost-Benefit, Comparison, Channels

7.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis

Using the estimation results in Table 7 it is possible to quantify the positive impact of the

supportive ALMP on employment stability in terms of avoided future unemployment duration.

This amounts to calculating the expected values of the post-unemployment duration tp for the two

counterfactuals. The difference between the two yields the average treatment effect on the treated

(ATET); it quantifies the not realized future unemployment (in days) due to the treatment. Using

equation (3), I simulate the following density of post-unemployment employment durations:

fDp (tp|x, vp) = θDp (tp|x, vp)S
D
p (tp|x, vp)

whereby D ∈ {T,C} indicates the treatment status, i.e. the two counterfactuals. θp represents

the hazard derived in equation (3), Sp is the corresponding survivor function. Based on this

density, the expected value of the employment duration can be calculated as

E(tp|x, v,Dp) =

∫ η

20
tp f

D
p (tp|x, vp)dtp +

[

1−

∫ η

20
fDp (tp|x, vp)dtp

]

· η (7)

The last part of this equation takes into account that the employment durations are exoge-

nously censored after 540 days or the end of the observation window (after η days). Running the

simulation for each of the counterfactuals, we obtiain the ATET = E(tp|x, v, T ) − E(tp|x, v, C).

We find that, on average, treated individuals avoid future unemployment of 23 days. Based on

this quantification of the direct benefit (savings) for UI and on additional cost information by

the PES administration, we can perform a cost-benefit accounting in order to assess whether the

investment in the – quite costly – supportive ALMP pays off or not.

[Table 8 about here]

Table 8 provides the details on this cost-benefit analysis for the UI accounts. It yields a clearly

positive result: The avoided future unemployment pays the additional cost of the new program

more than fully, specifically it covers 1.7 times the additional cost. Thus, in the medium run,

one can state that this type of supportive ALMP resulted in (more) jobs of similar salary and

increased stability, whereby the latter can pay off the additional program costs.

7.2 Comparison to External Control Group

Besides the issue of cost-effectiveness, another general question that arises for policy design of

supportive ALMP is how treatment effects adapt when the program gets scaled up. A com-

prehensive assessment of external validity and of possible general equilibrium effects is beyond

the scope of this paper48. However, we can take up one aspect of the former by comparing the

baseline results on (dynamic) job finding to external control groups. This comparison, based on

register data, allows for at least two useful insights: How comparable is the region, in which the

48Given the small size of the RCT, as compared to the dimension of the whole urbanized area (see section 2.1.2),

it is rather implausible that displacement effects or externalities on other regions have been realized.
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RCT has been implemented, to neighboring regions when it comes to labor market outcomes?

Are there some spill-over effects on the control group? It offers as well some indication if the

found treatment effects were rather at the lower or upper bound.

The comparison exercise consists in analyzing double-differences in nonparametric survivor

curves on the propensity to remain unemployed: we consider, on one hand, the difference between

the external control group of neighboring PES regions with the RCT groups and, on the other

hand, between the age group of the experiment and a younger one, aged 30 to 44. To select the

external control group, the same eligibility criteria as in the RCT (see section 2.1.2) are applied

to the other 4 PES within the same state (canton of Aargau).

The results are represented in Figure 10. For the younger age group, the unemployment

survivors of the RCT- and the external control regions almost exactly overlap. Thus, the regions

are highly comparable in terms of unemployment durations. Looking at the comparison within

the age window of the experiment, however, we find a visible difference between the survivors:

the control group of the RCT tends to leave slightly faster than the external controls.

This suggests two conclusions. The labor market conditions in the RCT sample are not

particular as compared to other regions in the same larger metropolitan area. More interestingly,

the fact that the RCT control group performs slightly better than the external controls may hint

to two phenomenons: a Hawthorne effect – people may have felt under additional monitoring due

to the repeated surveys – or positive spill-overs on the control group (e.g. by caseworker learning,

exchange among job seekers). In both cases the comparison exercise suggests that the found

treatment effects are rather at the lower bound. They could have been higher when abstracting

from these external effects (which may be less important in a scale-up without surveys49).

7.3 Channels of Effects: Explorative Assessment

The unique data on repeatedly observed behavioral channels allowed us to collect evidence on how

supportive ALMP can shape different behaviors. How can these findings be related to theoretical

thoughts about modeling job search behavior? Comprehensive assessments of this question go

beyond the scope of this paper. But it is still instructive to discuss some hypotheses on how to

integrate the (additional) behavioral channels in a search framework. We want to focus on two

questions, related to main findings: To which degree can the considered non-cognitive skills be

seen as separate, additional channels to explain search outcomes? Second, with which theoretical

ideas are the findings on reservation wage (and wage expectation) dynamics consistent?

7.3.1 Job offer arrival rate: the role of non-cognitive skills

Let us consider the job search model as sketched in section 2.2. Our discussion suggests that the

considered aspects of non-cognitive skills predominantly operate via affecting the job offer arrival

rate: λ[s(et, σ
1
t , ..., µt), γt, φt]. Understanding non-cognitive skills as a separate channel to affect

λ would mean empirically that µt, γt and φt have explanatory value in addition to the variation

which is explained by et and σ
1
t , .... This can be roughly checked by a series of regressions, which

first include only the non-cognitive component as explanatory variable and then add the search

variables as further explanatory channel. As the dependent variable we will use the job interview

49On the other hand, there is a potential for displacement effects when implementing coaching on a broad scale.
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rate. It can quite plausibly proxy the job offer arrival rate: a job interview is the sign of a job

offer that successfully passed the first matching between employer and job seeker.50

Table 9 presents the results of this explorative assessment51. The first two columns demon-

strate that motivation is significantly correlated to the job interview rate after controlling for

search effort and search channel variety. The point estimate gets a bit larger than without con-

trolling for the latter. The R2 increases visibly. Thus, the motivation measure provides additional

explanatory value for the job offer arrival process, beyond of just being another representation

of search effort. The same can be observed for the aspect of self-confidence. For the case of

reliability we do not find a linear correlation to the job interview rate across time periods.

In conclusion we can state that there is some significant empirical indication that aspects of

non-cognitive skills can be seen as separate channel to ”explain” job offer arrival, beyond the

”classical” search variables. Motivation and self-confidence may directly affect the decision which

job openings are seen as being suitable and thus followed up. Note that we only considered a

simple reduced-form framework; the functional forms on how µt, γt and φt affect search outcomes

could of course be different. However, the results suggest that it may be useful to further consider

the question how to integrate such aspects in job search models.

7.3.2 Explaining the coaching effect on wage behavior

One key result of the analysis is that the coaching treatment had a reductive impact on reservation

wages. In addition we find a short-lasting negative effect on wage expectations. With which types

of theoretical explanations could these empirical results be consistent?

Following up on the discussion in section 2.2, we can conceptually distinguish three types

of mechanisms by which a supportive ALMP could affect wage behavior: First, it is plausible

to assume that the treatment by coaching and counseling produces disutility in the short run –

through cost of time and work in the program, pressure, etc. This reduces the value of remaining

in unemployment and, consequently, the reservation wage rt. Second, the distribution of wage

offers which are (perceived) relevant to the job seeker may change from F (w) to F̃ (w). The

fact that coaching may be human-capital-improving calls for an upward adaptation of F (w).

However, another function of coaching is information update. Coaching participants may have

corrected their misperception or missing information on which wages they realistically will get

offered. Thus, F̃ (w) would be lower in mean than F (w). As shown by Burdett et al. (1988),

such a learning process would result in a downward-sloping reservation wage path. A third type

of mechanism could operate via reference points. Following the model of reference-dependent

job search by DellaVigna et al. (2015), the utility of being in UI, u(bt|ψt), is complemented by

a gain-loss component52. The reference point ψt is for example a function of past income and

expectations of upcoming income. If coaching operates as a downward shock on ψt, comparably

more gain utility would be obtained. Thus, due to the lower reference point, finding a job would

lose attractiveness compared to staying unemployed. This implies a higher reservation wage or

50So, this variable abstracts from arriving job offers which are not taken up by the job seeker.
51The regressions pool all the available time periods and control for observables.
52Specifically, u(bt|ψt) = v(bt) + η[v(bt) − v(ψt)] if bt ≥ ψt and = v(bt) + ην[v(bt) − v(ψt)] if bt < ψt, whereby

η is a weight and ν ≥ 1 captures loss aversion. The model implies, thus, additional (gain) utility of achieving an

income above the current reference point and additional (higher weighted) negative utility from being below.
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reduced job search effort.

The found negative effect of coaching on wage expectations would support the idea of a

downward shock on the reference point. However, the prediction on higher reservation wage is

not realized (but search effort indeed tends to be reduced). Thus, the other two mechanisms seem

to be more dominant in driving the reservation wage. In the short run, the disutility explanation

is consistent with the evidence: recall the ”lock-in” effect in combination with lower rt. Finally,

the finding that the treatment caused lower reservation salaries post coaching is mostly consistent

with the Burdett et al. (1988) model of learning about the wage offer distribution relevant to the

job seeker. Thus, this type of supportive ALMP probably has caused a learning process about

”realistic” wage offer expectations which has not taken place in the control group.

8 Conclusion

This paper provides unique evidence on the question of how labor market policy affects the

behavior of job seekers in a real-world context. The key novelty of the paper is the empirical

design, which combines four elements: randomized treatment assignment, ex-ante determined

timing of treatment periods, detailed register data and a panel of repeated surveys on behavioral

variables. This allows for the simultaneous identification of behavioral reactions and effects

on labor market outcomes per treatment period —and thus a direct empirical assessment of

how ALMP causally impacts the job seeker’s behavioral dynamics. Such an additional layer of

knowledge on how programs affect behavior offers policy makers the opportunity to become more

specific and targeted when doing evidence-based program design.

This study addresses the behavioral ”blackbox” by exploiting a unique panel of behavioral

survey measures by means of dynamic analysis. The analyzed measures cover three types of

behavioral variables: first, search behavior, notably, search effort, channel use, search strategy

and reservation wages; second, two types of beliefs, namely, the expected success in job search

and wage expectations; third, aspects of non-cognitive skills, notably, effort motivation, self-

confidence and self-control (reliability). The surveys also track the individual job interview rate.

The randomized field experiment assesses a supportive ALMP program focusing on the coaching

of older job seekers. It features a period of intense coaching and high-frequency counseling.

With respect to labor market outcomes I find that the supportive ALMP program significantly

increased job finding (by 9 percentage points) and employment stability thereafter. A cost-

benefit analysis combined with a counterfactual simulation shows that the program avoids future

unemployment of about 20 days p.p., which more than entirely pays the program cost. A further

useful insight is that the individual job interview rate can serve as an early indicator for future

job finding: positive effects on the rate of acquired interviews precede increased job finding.

The analysis of behavioral variables reveals that the treatment did not operate via increased

search effort, but via improving search efficiency and lowering reservation wages. The data

document substantial ex-ante upward-bias in beliefs on job chances. The program reduces the bias

in beliefs on job interviews and wage, temporarily. I also find short-run effects on performance-

motivation and self-confidence. Thus, overall, improving success of search of older job seekers

seems less an issue of reducing moral hazard behavior, but more one of supporting realistic wage

expectations, search efficiency and motivation.
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Adopting a comprehensive view on the findings of this study, several policy conclusions can

be drawn. In general, the experiment shows that it is possible to design effective supportive

ALMP programs which cause positive impacts that outweigh the common lock-in effects. Targeted

coaching and counseling is able to improve the employability of older job seekers. Based on the

analysis of behavior, we can identify several success factors of counseling-focused ALMP, which

should be taken into account when designing policy. First, the findings suggest that improving

search efficiency and directedness is key, rather than purely focusing on quantitative application

effort. Second, supporting job seekers to adopt realistic wage expectations is another key factor;

learning about what is achievable in terms of wage offers helps participants to take realistic

reservation wage decisions and to target on the ”right” job vacations. Third, coaching can serve

as an instrument to reduce the bias in beliefs about job chances. Fourth, taking aspects of

non-cognitive skills into account can be useful for policy (and for complementing job search

theory models); notably, supporting performance-motivation and self-confidence can provide an

additional short-run boost in successful job search activities. Fifth, extending the scope of search

seems not only to be helpful for attracting more job offers, but also for increasing success of

directed search through yielding more stable jobs.

This study demonstrates the potential of combining dynamic program evaluation with em-

pirical analysis of behavior to provide specific evidence on success factors of ALMP. To exploit

this potential, it is necessary to invest in policy evaluation designs and data initiatives which

incorporate direct empirical measures of the job seeker’s behavior. Such evaluation setups can

generate specific knowledge for targeted policy design —in ALMP and beyond. Moreover, they

may provide real-world tests to assess whether different job seeker behaviors can be best explained

by standard rational job search theory or rather by alternative (behavioral) approaches. It would

be instructive for future research to run similar data collections and experiments on a larger scale.

This could provide broad support for designing more specific labor market programs, aiming at

optimizing the individual’s incentives to adopt successful job search strategies.
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Tables & Figures

Figure 2: Unemployment exit hazard (A) and employment exit hazard (recurrence, B): population

of the experiment (aged 45 to 61)
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Table 1: Comparison of characteristics of treatment vs control group

Treatment Group Control Group t-values

Gender: Woman 44.1% 43.3% 0.15

Married (incl. separated) 56.4% 49.7% 1.22

Age 52.5 51.9 1.04

Nationality: CH 84.4% 85.1% -0.17

Qualification: (semi-)skilled 96.2% 95.7% 0.22

Employability: 3/4 77.4% / 21.5% 78.0% / 21.3% (-)0.05

At least 1 foreign language 55.4% 53.2% 0.39

Job < 100% 17.7% 17.7% 0.00

PES 2 14.5% 10.6% 1.04

Duation to availability (median, days) 11 13 -0.49

Past UE duration (median, days) 0 0 0.00

Observations 186 141 Total: 327

Notes: Frequency percentages for different observable characteristics by treatment and control group are reported.

t-values are based on unpaired t-tests with equal variances.

Source: Own calculations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.
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Table 2: Non-parametric comparison of main outcomes: unemployment duration, long-term un-

employment, job finders, gross salary, recurrence to unemployment, job interview rate

TG CG difference t-value

=TE

Proportion of job finders 0.720 0.631 0.089 1.718

Prop. in job or leaving UI voluntarily 0.774 0.667 0.108 2.173

...job finders, ages 45-54 0.771 0.722 0.049 0.821

...job finders, ages 55+ 0.600 0.471 0.129 1.334

Unemployment duration: means 245.1 255.9 -10.73 -0.431

...for ages 45-54 208.9 224.9 -15.98 -0.585

...for ages 55+ 331.3 310.5 20.87 0.425

Unemployment duration: medians 139.5 138 1.5 0.060

...for ages 45-54 131 131.5 -0.5 -0.018

...for ages 55+ 283 191 92 2.034

Proportion in long-term unemployment 0.280 0.319 -0.040 -0.774

...for ages 45-54 0.206 0.256 -0.049 -0.861

...for ages 55+ 0.455 0.431 0.023 0.238

Gross salary: means 5357.6 5392.4 -34.78 -0.105

... difference to pre-UE salary -402.7 -242.3 -160.37 -0.737

pensum: working hours per week 38.72 37.62 1.10 0.850

Recurrence to unemployment 0.221 0.277 -0.055 -0.962

...for ages 45-54 0.208 0.269 -0.061 -0.926

...for ages 55+ 0.265 0.296 -0.032 -0.269

Average job interview rate 0.143 0.102 0.041 1.813

...for ages 45-54 0.136 0.124 0.011 0.395

...for ages 55+ 0.157 0.065 0.092 2.703

Note: Means are reported, in the case of the unemployment durations as well medians.

Unemployment durations are censored at 2 years (730 days; 2.4% censored). Recurrence

to unemployment: within 1.5 years. Job interview rate is averaged over t0 and the four

treatment periods (if observed). Observations: 327, 186 in treatment group (TG) and 141

in control group (CG); subsamples for ages 45-54/55+ amount to 221/106. Observations on

salary data: 163; on recurrence: 234; on job interviews: 229. Long-term unemployment =

unemployment duration of more than one year.

Source: Merged UIR-LZAR database
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Table 3: Dynamic treatment effects of the treatment plan on the exit to job rate. (PH duration

model)

Destination: exit to job

coeff. s.e. transf.

Treatment effects

Anticipation effect (δa/in %) -0.499** 0.236 -0.393

During coaching (δc1/in %) -0.477◦ 0.309 -0.379

Post-coaching, 14-180 days (δc2/in %) -0.023 0.250 -0.023

Post-Coaching, 181+ days (δc3/in %) 0.401 0.374 0.494

Control variables Yes

Unobserved heterogeneity No

-Log-Likelihood 1455.45

AIC 1508.45

N 327

Notes: Coefficients and their transformations are reported: Transformed treatment

effects are changes in %. Significance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1, ◦

p < 0.15.

Source: Own estimations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.

Table 4: Treatment effects (DiD) on job interview rate (job interviews per application)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

anticipation during coaching 1-90d post-coa. 91+d post-coa.

coef se coef se coef se coef se

DiD 0.056 (0.040) 0.084** (0.037) 0.026 (0.040) 0.011 (0.058)

treatment (DTG) -0.017 (0.030) -0.027 (0.027) -0.012 (0.027) -0.031 (0.050)

time (Tt) -0.019 (0.026) -0.033 (0.027) -0.023 (0.027) -0.024 (0.027)

X variables yes yes yes yes

Caseworker FE yes yes yes yes

Obs. mean 0.121 0.131 0.117 0.080

Observations 394 473 399 379

R2 0.159 0.159 0.148 0.141

Note: Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1; available

observations at t0: 301. OLS regression

Source: UIR-LZAR database
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Figure 3: Behavioral channels: means and s.d. of control group, by period of treatment plan
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Note for Figure 2: Unconditional means are reported in the line graphs, s.d. (centered around means) in the dashed vertical spikes. Frequency of search channel use (s.d. omitted) is

measured on a 6 point scale: 3 = daily, 2.5 = several times per week, 2 = weekly, 1.5 = several times per month, 1 = monthly or less often, 0 = never. Reservation wage: blue solid line

represents ratio (to past salary), green long dash line the median reservation salary. Wage expectation: blue solid line represents the mean level of a scale ranging from 1 to 5: expected

salary clearly higher/a bit higher/equal/a bit lower/clearly lower. Last three graphs: blue solid line represents the proportion of the high(est) scale level, green long dash line the mean

scale level; scale is from 1 to 5 (very high/high/medium/low/very low).

Figure 4: Total treatment effect on duration to job finding, survivors treatment vs control group
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Figure 5: Post-unemployment job stability: Survivor of the reentry rate into unemployment
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Figure 6: Treatment effects on job interview rate (Diff-in-Diff by treatment period) – compared

to the treatment effect of the job finding rate per period
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Table 5: Treatment effects on behavior: search effort, search channels, reservation wage

(1) (2) (3) (4)

anticipation during coaching 1-90d post-coa. 91+d post-coa.

coef se coef se coef se coef se

Search effort (applications per month)

DiD -1.719* (1.042) -1.653** (0.829) -1.527 (1.093) -0.479 (1.036)

time 3.885*** (0.839) 4.132*** (0.673) 4.076*** (0.830) 3.337*** (0.703)

TG 0.672 (0.486) 0.797 (0.494) 0.760 (0.515) 0.665 (0.510)

Search channels: number

DiD -0.645 (0.454) -0.049 (0.359) -1.207*** (0.429) -0.433 (0.555)

time 1.475*** (0.370) 1.019*** (0.278) 2.150*** (0.353) 2.224*** (0.401)

TG 0.337 (0.282) 0.396 (0.280) 0.408 (0.280) 0.404 (0.286)

Search channels: frequency of use - Formal channels

newspapers

DiD -0.266* (0.161) -0.015 (0.127) -0.141 (0.152) -0.370** (0.181)

time 0.198 (0.125) 0.082 (0.088) 0.131 (0.123) 0.160 (0.133)

TG 0.148 (0.102) 0.147 (0.102) 0.121 (0.103) 0.129 (0.102)

internet

DiD -0.408* (0.216) -0.158 (0.164) -0.361* (0.214) -0.455* (0.248)

time 0.505*** (0.160) 0.272** (0.130) 0.588*** (0.162) 0.596*** (0.194)

TG 0.287** (0.137) 0.310** (0.136) 0.309** (0.138) 0.313** (0.138)

private recruiters

DiD -0.346 (0.239) -0.190 (0.176) -0.511** (0.198) -0.083 (0.254)

time 0.542*** (0.198) 0.342*** (0.131) 0.751*** (0.152) 0.352* (0.189)

TG 0.142 (0.125) 0.161 (0.126) 0.185 (0.124) 0.188 (0.125)

Search channels: frequency of use - Informal channels

network

DiD -0.120 (0.191) 0.131 (0.145) 0.000 (0.165) 0.078 (0.206)

time 0.267* (0.149) 0.030 (0.102) 0.060 (0.115) -0.167 (0.162)

TG -0.046 (0.118) -0.028 (0.117) -0.036 (0.117) -0.026 (0.117)

spontaneous appl.: tel.

DiD 0.039 (0.202) 0.436*** (0.159) 0.032 (0.181) -0.074 (0.227)

time 0.054 (0.160) -0.091 (0.127) 0.241* (0.141) 0.445** (0.178)

TG -0.095 (0.114) -0.070 (0.111) -0.092 (0.112) -0.078 (0.113)

spontaneous appl.: written

DiD -0.328 (0.210) -0.036 (0.152) -0.342* (0.185) -0.194 (0.208)

time 0.358** (0.165) 0.129 (0.112) 0.368** (0.145) 0.296* (0.172)

TG 0.027 (0.112) 0.028 (0.109) 0.034 (0.109) 0.041 (0.111)

Reservation wage (ratio to last salary)

DiD 0.039 (0.029) -0.055* (0.031) -0.074* (0.045) -0.073 (0.062)

time -0.036* (0.021) 0.032 (0.027) 0.040 (0.039) 0.040 (0.048)

TG -0.026 (0.023) -0.022 (0.024) -0.026 (0.024) -0.032 (0.024)

Reservation salary

DiD 451.93* (254.87) -359.18* (215.77) -505.76* (297.87) -506.82 (422.08)

time -390.68* (212.99) 137.01 (156.65) 133.27 (219.30) 244.65 (332.07)

TG -65.06 (186.35) -151.19 (172.64) -109.77 (193.98) -77.21 (205.95)

X variables yes yes yes yes

Caseworker FE yes yes yes yes

Obs. effort 394 473 399 379

Obs. channels 388 466 409 365

Obs. res’wages 358 435 363 342

Note: Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1; available observations at

t0: 301/298/265. DiD=treatment effect, diff-in-diff coefficient (DTGTt); time=indicator Tt , TG=indicator DTG

Source: UIR-LZAR database
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Figure 7: Treatment effects on behavior, illustration: search effort, search channels, frequencies

of channel use
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Table 6: Treatment effects on behavior: beliefs, motivation, self-confidence, reliability

(1) (2) (3) (4)

anticipation during coaching 1-90d post-coa. 91+d post-coa.

coef se coef se coef se coef se

Beliefs: difference expected vs. realized interviews

DiD -0.086 (0.107) -0.173* (0.092) -0.060 (0.110) 0.028 (0.126)

time 0.039 (0.088) 0.171** (0.078) 0.082 (0.081) -0.063 (0.105)

TG 0.128*** (0.047) 0.126*** (0.049) 0.114** (0.048) 0.117** (0.048)

Beliefs: wage expectation (scale 1 to 5, 3=equal)

DiD -0.166 (0.198) -0.102 (0.142) -0.298* (0.181) 0.018 (0.268)

time -0.110 (0.171) -0.086 (0.107) 0.014 (0.129) -0.432** (0.208)

TG 0.166 (0.104) 0.184* (0.104) 0.182* (0.105) 0.199* (0.105)

Motivation for job search (prop. very high)

DiD -0.098 (0.108) 0.055 (0.074) 0.209** (0.095) 0.109 (0.122)

time 0.011 (0.086) -0.101* (0.054) -0.133* (0.070) -0.159* (0.093)

TG -0.093 (0.057) -0.098* (0.057) -0.106* (0.057) -0.098* (0.058)

Self-confidence (prop. high)

DiD 0.115 (0.073) 0.063 (0.045) 0.240** (0.111) 0.009 (0.116)

time -0.099* (0.056) -0.044 (0.030) -0.148* (0.086) -0.054 (0.074)

TG -0.090* (0.052) -0.085* (0.051) -0.086* (0.052) -0.079 (0.051)

Reliability (prop. high)

DiD -0.059 (0.084) 0.082* (0.046) 0.090 (0.122) -0.047 (0.123)

time -0.006 (0.061) -0.018 (0.033) 0.056 (0.093) 0.116 (0.087)

TG 0.003 (0.055) -0.002 (0.055) -0.009 (0.056) 0.001 (0.055)

X variables yes yes yes yes

Caseworker FE yes yes yes yes

Obs. beliefs, motiv. 388 466 409 365

Obs. self-c., reliab. 394 473 399 379

Note: Cluster robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1; available observations

at t0: 298/301. DiD=treatment effect, diff-in-diff coefficient (DTGTt); time=indicator Tt , TG=indicator DTG.

Note that for beliefs on interviews, 7.6% of the observations are imputed (by regression). The results are robust

to omitting these few observations, as a sensitivity check shows (available on request).

Source: UIR-LZAR database
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Figure 8: Treatment effects on behavior, illustration: reservation wage (ratio to last salary;

median salary level), beliefs (on job interviews; on wage), motivation, self-confidence, reliability
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Table 7: Employment stability: Effect of new policy on reentry rate into unemployment (20–540

days after UE); sensitivity analysis: model with unobserved heterogeneity

1: Employment stability 2: Both processes: UE & post-UE

coeff. s.e. transf. coeff. s.e. transf.

Treatment effects

Unemployment reentry (δp/in %) -0.590* 0.341 -0.446 -0.629◦ 0.408 -0.467

Anticipation effect (δa/in %) -0.865** 0.353 -0.579

During coaching (δc1/in %) -0.696◦ 0.431 -0.502

Post-coaching, 14-180 days (δc2/in %) -0.222 0.325 -0.199

Post-Coaching, 181+ days (δc3/in %) 0.247 0.393 0.280

Reentry rate into unemployment

λb,a/exp(ub,a), 20-210 days -6.112*** 0.834 2.58 -7.344*** 1.107 0.973

λb,b/exp(ub,b) -5.859*** 1.001 4.298

λ1/exp(u1,a), 211-390 days -0.152 0.406 2.22 -0.094 0.417 0.886

exp(u1,b) 3.912

λ2/exp(u2,a), 391-480 days -1.257◦ 0.798 0.73 -1.234 0.981 0.283

exp(u2,b) 1.252

λ3/exp(u3,a), 481+ days -0.404 0.818 1.72 -0.438 1.020 0.628

exp(u3,b) 2.773

Probabilities:

p1 (type aa) 0.644 0.036

p4 (type bb) 0.356 –

Unobserved heterogeneity No Yes

All control variables UE process – Yes

-Log-Likelihood 459.05 1987.05

AIC 496.05 2080.05

N UE/N post-UE –/234 327/234

Notes: Coefficients and their transformations are reported: Transformed coefficients are changes in %. Transition rates

are in % per month (for the respective piece of the hazard). Note that λb is the intercept of the baseline hazards, the

further steps are incremental; the transformations represent the monthly transition rate for an ”average” individual:

uj,g = λb,g + λj + x̄′βj +
∑

i τiM̄i +
∑

k γkC̄k where j = 1, . . . , 6 and g ∈ {a, b} (λj = 0 for first segment) and

the bars are means, except for the past unemployment and the duration until availability where medians are used.

(post-)UE=(post-)unemployment. Probabilities: Model with 4 mass points whereby p2 = p3 = 0 is optimal; type

aa=baseline hazards a in UE and post-UE, type bb=baseline hazards b in UE and post-UE. Note that in the post-UE

process the occupation variables and the ones for non-German speaking and for support function are omitted (due

to high collinearity to comparable variables) in order to avoid overparametrisation. Significance: *** p < 0.01, **

p < 0.05, * p < 0.1, ◦ p < 0.15.

Source: Own estimations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.
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Table 8: Analysis of costs vs benefits of new policy for the UI accounts: avoided future unem-

ployment vs. additional program cost; in CHF per job seeker in treatment group (TG)

Benefits Cost

Additional cost of new program (compared to status quo):

Average increase of duration until reen-

try into unemployment (up to 540 days

after UE)

23.16 days Coaching seminar instead of short job

search assistance sequence

4500 CHF

... times average daily benefit rights 189.43 CHF ... times proportion of coaching

participants in TG

53.80%

Cost for additional counseling 115.38 CHF

Total savings for UI 4387.01 CHF Total additional cost for UI 2534.74 CHF

Savings per job seeker due to avoided future unemployment: 1852.27 CHF

Notes: Average duration of avoided future unemployment is calculated by means of the simulation described in the respective

section of the text. Average daily benefit rights are calculated according to the legal rules, based on the salary information

in the survey. The calculation of the cost for additional counseling is based on the following data: Assume 100 cases per

caseworker; median unemployment duration is 140 days; caseworkers in the new program got a reduction of the caseload by

20%; this results in a caseload reduction to 208 instead of 260 job seekers per year; this caseload reduction is multiplied by the

average employment cost of a caseworker per year. 1 CHF=0.766 EUR. UI=unemployment insurance, UE=unemployment.

Source: Own calculations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.

Table 9: Analysis of the correlation between non-cognitive skills and search activity to explain

job offer arrival (proxied by job interview rate)

job interview arrival per application

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

motivation 0.013 0.023**

(0.010) (0.011)

self-confidence 0.085*** 0.095***

(0.021) (0.021)

reliability -0.012 0.000

(0.017) (0.018)

# applications p.mt. -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.007***

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

# search channels -0.002 -0.000 0.000

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Constant 0.083 0.146** 0.017 0.031 0.052 0.066

(0.051) (0.058) (0.044) (0.048) (0.048) (0.051)

socio-demogr. yes yes yes yes yes yes

spell time FE yes yes yes yes yes yes

Observations 676 676 646 646 646 646

R2 0.118 0.146 0.154 0.176 0.127 0.144

Notes: Cluster robust standard errors; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1; max. 4 observations (spell intervals) p.p.
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Appendices

A Further Facts on Institutional & Economic Background

Benefits & eligibility This field experiment for individuals aged 45+ was performed in the

frame of the rules of the Swiss unemployment insurance (UI). The maximum duration of unem-

ployment benefits in the Swiss UI system is 1.5 years (400 days) for individuals who meet the

eligibility requirements.

The two requirements are (i) that they must have paid unemployment insurance taxes for at

least 12 months in the two years prior to entering registered unemployment, and (ii) that they

must be ’employable’ (i.e. fulfill the requirements of a regular job). After this period of two years

or in the case of non-employability the unemployed have to rely on social assistance. From the

55th birthday on, job seekers profit of a benefit duration which is prolonged by about half a year

(120 working days). Beyond the age of 61, benefit rights get extended by another 120 days.

The marginal replacement ratio is 80% for job seekers with previous monthly income up

to CHF 3797 (about 2550 e)53. For income between 3797 CHF and 4340 CHF (2900) the

replacement ratio linearly falls to 70%. For individuals with income beyond 4340 CHF the ratio

is 70%, whereby the insured income is capped at 10500 CHF (7000 e). For job seekers with

dependent children, the marginal replacement ratio is always 80% (up to the same maximal

insured income cap). Job seekers have to pay all income and social insurance taxes except for

the unemployment insurance contribution.

Figure 9: Incidence of long-term unemployment by age groups

Note: The bars represent the proportion of long-term unemployed (1 year or more) individuals among the registered

unemployed of the respective age category. The figure to the right reports the age-related proportions of the long-

term unemployed who deregister from unemployment insurance due to having found a job.

Source: AMOSA 2007.

53The figures on potential benefit durations and income thresholds apply to the situation before the last major
reform of UI in 2011, thus to the period of execution of the field experiment.
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Long-term unemployment & age LTU incidence is highly age-dependent. For the region

under consideration, Figure 9 shows this strong pattern in terms of proportion of LU in the

unemployed population of a certain age category. Figure 9 (AMOSA 2007) reveals that this

proportion amounts to 18.4% for individuals aged 30-34 – and increases up to 39.0% for individuals

aged 55-59. Note that the last figure may be affected by the above-mentioned fact that job seekers

of age 55+ and 61+ receive a benefit duration extension. The percentage numbers to the right of

Figure 9 represent the age-related proportions of the long-term unemployed who deregister from

unemployment insurance due to having found a job. This percentage remarkably decreases from

age 45 on, from around 50% to less than 30% beyond age of 60. Figure 9 clearly shows that

individuals of age 45+ face a markedly increased risk of long-term unemployment.

B Dynamic Analysis: Further Robustness Analyses

B.1 Balancing of observables by treatment period
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Table 10: Repeated surveys: Balancing of observables, by treatment (TG) and control group (CG) and periods of the treatment plan

Start Anticipation During Coaching 1-90d post Coaching Later After Exit
Job seeker surveys TG CG TG CG TG CG TG CG TG CG TG CG

Gender: woman 44.05% 43.08% 45.61% 42.42% 46.81% 44.59% 43.75% 36.17% 47.50% 37.04% 52.81% 44.62%
Married (incl. Separated) 55.95% 47.69% 66.67% 51.52% 57.45% 48.65% 64.06% 51.06% 50.00% 37.04% 57.30% 55.38%
Age 52.45 52.38 53.23 52.85 52.51 52.64 52.98 53.19 54.65 53.48 52.04 51.66
Nationality: CH 85.12% 86.15% 87.72% 78.79% 80.85%** 93.24%** 84.38% 85.11% 87.50% 88.89% 89.89% 84.62%
Qualification: (semi-)skilled 97.02% 96.15% 98.25% 100.00% 96.81% 95.95% 96.88% 95.74% 100%* 92.59%* 95.51% 98.46%
Employability: 4 20.83% 21.54% 15.79% 15.15% 21.28% 17.57% 18.75% 21.28% 22.50% 14.81% 16.85% 23.08%
At least 1 foreign language 58.33% 55.38% 66.67% 63.64% 57.45% 59.46% 60.94% 59.57% 55.00% 66.67% 57.30% 47.69%
Job < 100% 17.26% 17.69% 21.05% 18.18% 15.96% 21.62% 15.63% 19.15% 22.50% 11.11% 20.22% 20.00%
PES 2 14.29% 10.77% 10.53% 6.06% 14.89% 12.16% 20.31%** 6.38%** 12.50% 7.41% 17.98% 16.92%
Observations 168 130 57 33 94 74 64 47 40 27 89 65
... in % 56.38% 43.62% 63.33% 36.67% 55.95% 44.05% 57.66% 42.34% 59.70% 40.30% 57.79% 42.21%

Caseworker surveys

Gender: woman 43.60% 43.85% 45.00% 44.12% 45.45% 45.68% 41.38% 34.88% 43.90% 35.00% 45.24% 47.92%
Married (incl. Separated) 56.40%* 46.15%* 63.33% 55.88% 55.56% 49.38% 63.79% 48.84% 48.78% 42.50% 53.17% 43.75%
Age 52.53 52.28 52.97 52.71 52.58 52.53 53.12 53.58 54.63 53.98 52.20 51.92
Nationality: CH 84.88% 85.38% 91.67%* 79.41%* 81.82%** 93.83%** 82.76% 86.05% 85.37% 85.00% 100.00% 100.00%
Qualification: (semi-)skilled 97.09% 96.15% 96.67% 97.06% 97.98% 96.30% 96.55% 95.35% 100% 97.50% 96.03% 94.79%
Employability: 4 21.51% 22.31% 18.33% 17.65% 23.23% 17.28% 17.24% 27.91% 21.95% 17.50% 22.22% 23.96%
At least 1 foreign language 58.72% 55.38% 60.00% 61.76% 54.55% 60.49% 58.62% 53.49% 51.22% 57.50% 60.32% 52.08%
Job < 100% 17.44% 18.46% 23.33% 14.71% 15.15% 20.99% 17.24% 18.60% 21.95% 15.00% 20.63% 17.71%
PES 2 13.95% 10.77% 8.33% 5.88% 15.15% 11.11% 22.41%** 4.65%** 9.76% 2.50% 16.67% 12.50%
Observations 172 130 60 34 99 81 58 43 41 40 126 96
... in % 56.95% 43.05% 63.83% 36.17% 55.00% 45.00% 57.43% 42.57% 50.62% 49.38% 56.76% 43.24%

Notes: All TG-CG differences are not significantly different from zero, except from those marked: *** 1%, ** 5%, * 10%
Source: LZAR database.
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C Estimation of Unobserved Heterogeneity Mass Points by Grid

Search

In this section of the Appendix I describe the systematic procedure I applied to search for un-

observed heterogeneity in the context of the models developed in the sections 5.1.1, ?? and ??.

Such a procedure amounts to searching for additional mass points in order to establish a discrete

mixture distribution for vu and vp (described in section ??). Thus, the benchmark and starting

point is the model with 1 mass point, i.e. with no unobserved heterogeneity in the baseline haz-

ard profile. In the following, I demonstrate step-by-step the iterative procedure – an interplay

between grid search and estimation – I use to establish a second mass point and then to search

for further ones.

1. Use the results of the separate estimations of the two processes (unemployment and post-

unemployment) without unobserved heterogeneity as starting values.

2. Start with an initial set of 2 mass points (per process), i.e. the aim is to estimate their

probabilities and locations (=intercept of the transition rate/baseline hazard): p1 and λa

as well as p2 and λb54.

3. Grid search (over the probabilities’ space): Run systematically through all possible combi-

nations of probabilities, using a loop. I.e., pick a probability combination, fix it and estimate

the corresponding location of the mass points. More specifically, I use a double loop:

(a) Loop over the sign (i.e. 2 runs) of the difference between the two locations. Note

that this loop is used to set the starting values for the location estimation: I.e., set

λb = λa± 3, whereby λa is the location (intercept) of the baseline hazard of the model

without unobserved heterogeneity55 .

(b) Loop over the i increments (here of 0.01) of the probabilities which are to be grid-

searched: p1 = 1− i · 0.01, whereby p2 = 1− p1. Choice criterion: Take the set (p∗1, p
∗
2)

with the corresponding estimated (λa∗, λb∗) which yields the highest likelihood56.

4. Estimation of the probabilities: Fix the location of the mass points at λa∗ and λb∗. Use p∗1
and p∗2 to calculate the starting values for the parameters a1 and a2 (the probabilities are

designed in a logistic form, see section ??). Estimate these parameters (i.e. the probabilities)

in the model.

5. Fully free estimation: Un-fix the location of the mass points, and use them and the estimated

probabilities as starting values for the fully free estimation. If this estimation yields a

higher likelihood, continue with the next step; otherwise stop and choose the model without

unobserved heterogeneity as the best one.

54Extension to two processes u and p implies four probabilities and location combinations: p1 for type aa (i.e.
λa
u and λa

p), p2 for type ab (i.e. λa
u and λb

p), p3 for type ba (i.e. λb
u and λa

p), p4 for type ab (i.e. λb
u and λb

p).
55Note that the difference, 3, can be chosen arbitrarily. It should be sufficiently big in order to allow the

estimation to distinguish the two locations.
56In the grid search performed for this paper, this criterion always corresponded to choosing the lowest AIC. See

Gaure et al. (2007) for a discussion of choice criteria. They opt for the use of the likelihood.
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6. Increase the set of mass points: Add a third mass point to every process (this can be done

gradually, following Gaure et al. 2007). Redo steps 3 to 5.

7. Stopping rule: After having performed step 6, check whether the chosen model with 3 mass

points yields a higher likelihood. If no, stop and take the previous model as the best. If

yes, continue by adding a fourth mass point... and so on.
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D Additional Tables & Figures

Table 11: Effects on exit to job rate (PH model): coefficient estimates for control variables

Destination: exit to job
coeff. s.e. transf.

Exit rate from unemployment
λb/exp(ub), 1-50 days -6.532*** 0.442 6.44

λ1/exp(u1), 51-100 days 0.823*** 0.236 14.67
λ2/exp(u2), 101-150 days 0.802*** 0.250 14.37
λ3/exp(u3), 151-250 days 0.214 0.260 7.98
λ4/exp(u4), 251-400 days 0.162 0.283 7.57
λ5/exp(u5), 401-550 days -0.413 0.381 4.26

λ6/exp(u6), 551+ days -1.010◦ 0.633 2.35

Control variables
UE duration in past 3 years 0.000 0.001 0.000

duration until availability -0.001 0.003 -0.001
age: 50-54 (base: 45-49) -0.336* 0.202 -0.286

age: 55-59 -0.657*** 0.207 -0.482
age: 60+ -1.481*** 0.354 -0.772

married (base: unmarried) 0.136 0.199 0.146
divorced 0.062 0.242 0.064
female 0.361◦ 0.243 0.434

non-Swiss 0.308 0.260 0.360
low employability (base: medium) 0.419◦ 0.289 0.521

semi-skilled (base: skilled) -0.041 0.393 -0.040
unskilled 0.112 0.547 0.118

non-German-speaking -0.012 0.340 -0.011
1 foreign language (base: 0) -0.126 0.254 -0.118

2+ foreign languages 0.177 0.285 0.194
PES 2 (base: PES 1) 0.194 0.516 0.214

management (base: professionals) -0.293 0.408 -0.254
support function -0.076 0.546 -0.073

part-time (but above 50%) 0.246 0.232 0.279

Controls occupation groups Yes
Controls month of entry in UE (bi-monthly) Yes

Caseworker fixed effects Yes

Unobserved heterogeneity No
-Log-Likelihood 1468.01

AIC 1517.01
N 327

Notes: Coefficients and their transformations are reported: Transformed treatment effects are
changes in %. Transition rates are in % per month (for the respective piece of the hazard);
note that λb is the intercept of the baseline hazard, the further steps are incremental; the
transformations are calculated for an ”average” individual: uj = λb + λj + x̄′βj +

∑
i τiM̄i +∑

k γkCk where j = 1, . . . , 6 (λj = 0 for first segment) and the bars are means, except for the
past unemployment and the duration until availability where medians are used. Significance:
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1, ◦ p < 0.15.
Source: Own estimations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.
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Table 12: Effects of the treatment plan on the exit to job rate: ITT (intention-to-treat) model

ITT
Destination: exit to job
coeff. s.e. transf.

Treatment effects by period

Anticipation effect (δa/in %) -0.472** 0.240 -0.376
During coaching (δc1/in %) 0.174 0.229 0.190

Post-coaching, 14-180 days (δc2/in %) 0.079 0.254 0.082
Post-Coaching, 181+ days (δc3/in %) 0.510◦ 0.360 0.666

Control variables Yes
Unobserved heterogeneity No

-Log-Likelihood 1463.48
AIC 1515.48

N 327

Notes: Coefficients and their transformations are reported: Transformed treatment effects
are changes in %. Significance: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1, ◦ p < 0.15.
Source: Own estimations based on merged UIR-LZAR database.

Table 13: Effect of treatment on probability to extend scope of search

(1) (2) (3) (4)
anticipation during coaching 1-90d post-coa. 91+d post-coa.

coef se coef se coef se coef se

treatment (DTG) 0.057 (0.092) 0.413*** (0.070) 0.043 (0.087) 0.012 (0.139)

X variables yes yes yes yes
Caseworker FE yes yes yes yes

Mean CG 0.176 0.129 0.190 0.282
Observations 93 186 98 78

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. CG=control group. No
observations at t0 since the outcome variable refers to a change.
Source: UIR-LZAR database

Note: Due to the fact that at t0 no strategy changes are possible yet, this regression is not DiD as modeled in section
5.2. But given the zero level of the outcome at t0, the direct regression per period is equivalent here to DiD.
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Table 14: Robustness check: effect of treatment on behavioral variables, IPWRA regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
anticipation during coaching 1-90d post-coa. 91+d post-coa.
coef se coef se coef se coef se

Job interview rate
DiD 0.048 (0.045) 0.076 (0.037) 0.002 (0.037) 0.016 (0.050)

Search effort (applications per month)
DiD -1.359 (1.054) -1.463 (0.822) -1.277 (0.944) -0.062 (1.030)

Search channels: number
DiD -0.745 (0.425) 0.113 (0.391) -1.071 (0.492) -0.211 (0.612)

Search channels: frequency of use – formal channels: newspapers
DiD -0.384 (0.150) -0.050 (0.139) -0.247 (0.185) -0.519 (0.187)

Search channels: frequency of use – formal channels: internet
DiD -0.462 (0.212) -0.160 (0.188) -0.244 (0.289) -0.462 (0.247)

Search channels: frequency of use – formal channels: private recruiters
DiD -0.352 (0.256) -0.129 (0.188) -0.415 (0.242) 0.046 (0.268)

Search channels: frequency of use – informal channels: network
DiD -0.126 (0.188) 0.202 (0.148) -0.023 (0.170) 0.045 (0.249)

Search channels: frequency of use – informal channels: spontaneous appl.: telephone
DiD -0.065 (0.203) 0.467 (0.185) -0.024 (0.237) -0.117 (0.316)

Search channels: frequency of use – informal channels: spontaneous appl.: written
DiD -0.382 (0.223) -0.003 (0.171) -0.211 (0.216) -0.088 (0.201)

Reservation wage (ratio to last salary)
DiD 0.052 (0.030) -0.054 (0.030) -0.066 (0.047) -0.090 (0.059)

Beliefs: difference expected vs. realized interviews
DiD -0.140 (0.125) -0.144 (0.087) -0.113 (0.114) -0.073 (0.132)

Beliefs: wage expectation (scale 1 to 5, 3=equal)
DiD -0.301 (0.195) -0.107 (0.146) -0.304 (0.198) 0.083 (0.231)

Motivation for job search (prop. high)
DiD -0.055 (0.111) 0.066 (0.080) 0.206 (0.102) 0.148 (0.131)

Self-confidence (prop. high)
DiD 0.087 (0.071) 0.064 (0.054) 0.185 (0.111) 0.073 (0.118)

Reliability (prop. high)
DiD -0.045 (0.089) 0.089 (0.053) -0.013 (0.114) 0.044 (0.124)

X variables yes yes yes yes
Caseworker FE yes yes yes yes

Note: The reported standard errors are too high (since not corrected for the use of predictions in the first
stage, see Wooldridge (2002) and footnote 46). Therefore, no significance levels are reported. However, the
focus of the robustness check is on the point estimates anyway. Per regression, only the treatment effect
(DiD, i.e. DTGTt) is shown in the table. The median regressions for reservation salaries could not be
estimated since they do not allow for the necessary type of weights. Numbers of observations are reported
in the main estimation tables.
Source: UIR-LZAR database
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Figure 10: Comparisons between experimental PES/experimental control group and external
control group (other PES): Kaplan-Meier survivors on being unemployed
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Note: The left panel compares the survivor curves of prime-aged unemployed (30-44) in the PES agencies where the
experiment was conducted (N=830) and in other PES of the state (N=1499). The right panel compares the survivor
curves of the unemployed belonging to the age group of the experiment (45+) in the experimental control group (N=141)
and in other PES of the state (N=1471). The comparison groups are matched by selecting on the same eligibility criteria
which apply to the experimental population, specifically: skilled (professional certificate), employability middle or low,
German mother tongue, last job full-time or part-time ≥ 50%, same inflow window. The curves are censored at 400 days
of unemployment because of restricted observation window in the register data for the external control groups. PES =
public employment service unit.
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